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ABSTRACT
Feedback-Driven Optimization (FDO ) is a technique that has been widely
adopted by modern compilers. By allowing the compiler to gather profiles of a
program’s dynamic behaviors and to perform optimization based on the profiles,
it often substantially enhances the quality of the generated executable. However,
an important open question is how to advance FDO to adapt to the arising trends
in modern computing, such as the rapid upgrading of software, the increased
variety of program input data sets and the popular demands of mobile devices
that have stringent memory and storage budget. This dissertation aims to answer
the question through a systematic exploration from three key aspects: How to
reduce profiling overhead in the context of frequent software enhancement and
upgrading? How to improve the usefulness of FDO when the profile is gathered
through sampling, which is a common technique to alleviate profiling overhead?
How to space-efficiently address the input sensitivity problem, which refers to the
case when applying optimization based on one profile leads to inferior
performance on a different input? W e developed several novel techniques,
namely profile migration, profile rectification and space-efficient versioning to
address those problems. Experiments demonstrate that these techniques are
promising for advancing FDO to meet the arising needs of modern computing.
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1 Introduction

1.1

Motivation

With the emergence of new platforms, such as cloud computing and mobile com
puting, along with the growing diverse and massive volume of data, modern com
puting is experiencing a dramatic and manifold transformation. Firstly, the ag
ile software development, which encourages early delivery, continuous improve
ment, rapid and flexible response to change, has become the mainstream soft
ware development paradigm, since delivering software upgrade to users can be
effortless. For example, the App store application on Mac O S X and IOS main
tains versions of installed softwares, when a software is updated, a notification
is sent to users and the upgrading procedure could be completed by one single
click. Secondly, responsive analytic applications play an increasingly important
role in modern business. However, although data driven optimization has been
shown effective in improving performance for many programs, the growing vari
ety and complexity of input data for analytic applications not only dramatically in
crease the overhead of gathering representative profiles of application’s dynamic
behaviors, but complicate the usage of those profiles. If a compiler improperly
applies profile-related optimizations, it is likely to observe performance improve
ment on some inputs but severe degradation on others, we call it input sensitivity
problem. Thirdly, the advent of mobile computing era requires software for mobile
platform to have distinct features from those for traditional platform. Mobile de-
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vice’s less powerful computation resource, limited memory, storage capacity and
power supply, plus its highly interactive usage environment, demand its software
to have high responsiveness, compact size and power saving.
Feedback-driven optimization(FDO) is a common technique for modern com
pilers. It usually consists of two stages, program profiling and program re-optimization.
In the first stage, the compiler compiles a program with instrumentation of some
monitor code and produces an instrumented executable, an execution of the exe
cutable will generate a profile, which contains the program’s dynamic behaviors,
such as basic block execution frequency and values of a variable. In the sec
ond stage, the compiler re-optimizes the program based on the profile generated
in the first stage. The quality of produced executable through re-optimization is
often substantially enhanced.
Although FDO could bring significant speedup [51], how to advance FDO to
adapt to the arising trends in modern computing is an open question. This disser
tation answers the question from three aspects: Reducing profiling overhead by
intelligently reusing unaffected profiling data from old profiles which are collected
from a program’s previous versions; Improving the usefulness of FDO when sam
pled profiles are provided by applying a statistical rectification; Addressing input
sensitivity problem without code size bloating via space-efficient multi-versioning.

1.1.1

Cross-version Profile Migration

Collecting program profiles is time-consuming because the overhead from the in
strumented code is not negligible. Previous study shows profiling time overhead
can be as significant as a factor of hundreds of the original execution time [49].
Nowadays, software updates frequently, when a new version releases, develop
ers usually discard all old profiling data and re-profiling the new version. Our first
work is to reduce the profiling overhead by taking advantage of the old profiling
data. W e initiated a comprehensive exploration in cross-version program profile
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migration, which aimed to effectively reuse the valid part of the behavior profiles
that collected from an old software version for a new version. W e explored vari
ous effects imposed on profile re-usability such as program behaviors and profile
formats, and introduced ProfMig, the first framework for extensible migrations of
various profiles. W e demonstrate the effectiveness of the techniques on migrating
loop trip-count profiles and dynamic call graphs. The migration saves significant
(67% on average) profiling time with less than 10% accuracy compromised.

1.1.2

Profile Rectification

Collecting profiles through sampling is a common way to reduce instrumentation
overhead. However, sampling unavoidably introduces some inaccuracy into the
sampled profiles, which impairs the effectiveness of FDO. In our second work, we
describe a systematic study in understanding the relationship between sampling
rates and usefulness of corresponding profiles for FDO. Further, three kinds of
profile errors that affect FDO critically were identified, namely zero-count error,
inconsistency error and biased branch error. W e proposed a statistical profile
rectification, a simple approach to correct profiling errors by leveraging statistical
patterns found in an exact profile. Experiment results show that the simple ap
proach increase the average FDO speedup from 1.16X to 1.3X, around 92% of
what full profiles can yield.

1.1.3

Space-Efficient Multi-Versioning

Inputs could strongly affect a program’s dynamic behaviors, profiles collected
from different inputs may be notably inconsistent. As a consequence, the exe
cutable produced via FDO using one profile possibly suffers from performance
degradation on other inputs. This is referred as input sensitivity problem. The
situation is worsen for responsive analytic applications, whose input data are dra
matically diversified. Multi-Versioning is a popular approach to address input sen

sitivity problem. A major side effect of it is notable code size increase, which has
been hindering its broad applications to large code bases and space-stringent
environments, such as smartphone, tablet and wearable devices. Our third work
investigated the problem and provided answers to some fundamental questions:
Given a space constraint, to which function we should apply versioning? How
many versions of a function should we include in the final executable? Is the op
timal selection feasible to do in polynomial time? This study proved that selecting
the best set of versions under a space constraint is NP-complete and proposed a
heuristic algorithm named CHoGS, which yielded near optimal result in quadratic
time. W e implemented the algorithm and conducted experiments through IBM
XL compiler, the trace-based evaluation shows that CH oG S can significantly en
hance performance with only slight code size increase.

1.2 Overview
The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents a formal
definition and scope of the profile migration across software versions problem,
discusses its complexities and introduces our framework in detail.

Chapter 3

investigates the effect of sampling rates to the usefulness of corresponding profile
for FDO and identifies three critical errors that significantly impact the usefulness
of profile for FDO. Chapters 4 formalizes the problem of selecting functions to
do mult-versioning under a code size constraint as OptM VP problem and proves
its NP-Completeness. Heuristic algorithm design consideration is discussed and
an effective heuristic algorithm named CHoG S is introduced and followed by its
evaluation. Related work is presented in Chapter 5, finally we discuss our future
work and conclude the dissertation in Chapter 6.
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2

ProfMig: The First Framework for
Migrating Program Profiles Across
Software Versions

Offline program profiling is costly, especially when software update is frequent. In
this chapter, we initiate a systematic exploration in cross-version program profile
migration, which tries to effectively reuse the valid part of the behavior profiles of
an old version of a software for a new version. W e explore the effects imposed on
profile reusability by the various factors in program behaviors and profile formats,
and introduce ProfMig, the first framework for extensible migrations of various
profiles. W e demonstrate the effectiveness of the techniques on migrating loop
trip-count profiles and dynamic call graphs. The migration saves significant (67%
on average) profiling time with less than 10% accuracy compromised.

2.1

Overview

Offline program profiling is important for revealing program dynamic behaviors
and guiding program analysis, optimization, and refactoring. It instruments a pro
gram with some monitoring instructions so that when the program runs, it pro
duces some profiles to capture some dynamic behaviors of the software. How
ever, the profiling time overhead can be as significant as a factor of hundreds of
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the original execution time [49]. Moreover, for software with a variety of inputs, the
profiling has to run on many inputs to get a comprehensive view of the program.
The problem worsens when software update is taken into consideration. Till
now the common practice has been to reprofile from scratch upon a software
update. Since modern software gets update as frequently as once every one
or two weeks, the discarding-recollecting scheme results in either the usage of
a huge amount of computing power for reprofiling or the difficulty for conducting
profile-based analysis or optimizations.
In this work, we introduce the concept of cross-version program behavior pro
file migration to alleviate the problem. The basic observation is that an update to
a program may not affect every part of the program. It is hence likely that some
part of the profile remains valid despite the software update. The goal of profile
migration is to build up the profiles of the dynamic behaviors of a new version of
a software by effectively reusing part of the old version’s profiles and selectively
reprofiling the new version. W e refer to the process as profile migration for brevity.
Although the idea seems natural, to the best of our knowledge, profile mi
gration has not been systematically studied before.1 In this work, we initiate the
research in this important direction, and provide the first fundamental study in
program profile migration. Based on the findings, we develop ProfMig, the first
framework that supports the migration of a variety of program profiles in a flexi
ble, extensible manner.
Specifically, this study consists of five components. First, we explore the re
lations between profile migration and change impact analysis. Change impact
analysis refers to software analysis techniques that try to identify the potential
consequences of a code change to a program. It has been widely used in pro
gram testing [3 8 ,4 3 ,4 7 ], but not for profile migration. In this study, we explore its
role in this new task, examine the applicability of various change impact analysis
1There is some software on the market claiming to do profile migration, but the data they
migrate are user settings rather than program dynamic behaviors.

techniques for the migration of a variety of profiles, and investigate the benefits of
a hybrid change impact analysis that adapts to given migration problems.
Second, we analyze the effects of various factors of program behaviors and
profile formats on the design of a profile migration system. W e reveal the multi
fold complexities caused by the granularity of the behavior units, the order and
nesting properties of the behavior, and its determinism.

W e show that being

oblivious to profile migrations, the default formats of many program profiles are
not amenable for migration for either having a high level of abstraction or missing
some important information.
Third, after analyzing all the difficulties, we propose a simple norm of identity
and a hierarchical organization of the identities to enable a uniform treatment
to a variety of profiles. They provide a representation that unifies the multiple
profile migration steps into a coherent process, simplifying the coordination of the
different steps, and enabling easy adjustment of migration granularity.
Fourth, we develop ProfMig, a three-stage framework for automatic profile
migration with the flexibility for users’ customization. ProfMig is the first system
that supports migration of a variety of program profiles. By integrating together
the techniques developed in this study, ProfMig features flexible adjustment of
migration granularity, automatic selection of change impact analysis techniques,
and an open design that allows the incorporation of various profiles and profiling
systems.
Finally, we introduce a set of metrics, and assess the profile migration system
on two types of behaviors, loop trip-counts and dynamic call graphs.

ProfMig

saves 67% (up to 100%) profiling time with less than 10% accuracy compro
mised, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed techniques for enabling
the migration of different types of profiles.
As a seminal study in program profile migration, this work opens up some new
opportunities for lowering the barriers for applying profiling for program analysis
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and optimizations.
W e organize the rest of this chapter as follows. Section 2.2 offers a formal
definition of program profile migration and the scope of this study, Section 2.3
analyzes the complexities for enabling profile migration, Section 2.4 presents the
solutions including a description of ProfMig, Section 2.5 explains five metrics use
ful for assessing profile migration, Section 2.6 reports experimental results, and
Section 2.7 summarizes this chapter.

2.2

Concept and Scope

As a problem that has not been systematically investigated, cross-version profile
migration deserves a formal definition. Our definition is as follows:
D efinition 1. Cross-version program behavior profile migration is a process that
builds up a collection of profiles for a new version of a program by capitalizing
profiles of its old versions and selectively profiling its new version.
In this particular work, we assume that there are no changes in inputs and in
the underlying platforms. Complexities brought by platform changes are orthogo
nal to software update-caused profile migration: Even when there is no software
update, the changes in underlying platforms may also trigger changes in the pro
gram behaviors and hence the need for profile update. This study concentrates
on issues related with version update.
Among the various behaviors of a program, some are closely related with
hardware such that whether an entry in their profiles is affected by a code change
depends on not only the program code but also the hardware. An example is
cache miss. For a load instruction, even if it has no data or control dependences
on any changed code, its cache misses can still be affected by the version update.
For instance, if after the software update, the instructions right before it bring
much more new data into cache than in the earlier version, a cache hit at that

instruction may turn into a cache miss in the new version’s execution. Certain
hardware modeling is necessary to fully capture the effects of a code change to
the profiles of this kind of behaviors. In this study, we concentrate on programlevel behaviors that do not have such strong hardware dependence so that we
can focus on the core issues in profile migration.

2.3

Complexities

Before designing a migration system, it is necessary to understand the various
factors affecting profile migration and the complexities they create.

The main

sources of complexity are the large variety of program behaviors, their profile
formats, and the analysis for finding the scope of code changes.

2.3.1 Complexities from Program Behaviors
Program behaviors have a large variety. Among its many properties, we find the
following three to be the most relevant for profile migration.

Behavior Unit

Behavior unit refers to the level of program constructs at which

the profile is collected. This property determines the smallest granularity for pro
file migration. For instance, in a profile of function returning values, each behav
ior corresponds to a function, and the unit of migration can only be a function or
some constructs beyond. As the units may differ across program behaviors, it
is important to equip a migration system with the capability to adapt to migration
granularity at a range of levels.

O rder and Nesting

For some profiles, the collected behaviors form a sequence

and the order of the behaviors in the sequence is critical. An example is a function
call sequence.

It records the trace of function invocations in a run, useful for

identifying hot streams of function calls and dynamic optimizations. The order of
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main (){
foo ();
fee ();

main (){
fee 0:

}

}

foo(){
for (i=0; i<3; i++){

foo(K
for (i=0; i<3; i++){

foo 0;

fi();

fi();

}

}

}

}

fee (){

fee (){

fj();

fj();

}

}
Original version

New version

Figure 2.1: Two versions of an example program.

two function calls in the sequence is important for that purpose. W e call such
profiles order-sensitive profiles and others order-oblivious profiles.
Order-sensitive profiles can be further classified into isolated or nested ones
depending on whether the behavior sequence of one construct may be nested in
the behavior sequence of another construct. A function call sequence is a type
of nested profile. Consider the original program in Figure 2.1. The call sequence
of the original program is “main foo fi fi fi fee fj”, where the call sequences within
foo and fee are embedded in the call sequence in main.
Order and nesting have some important implications to profile migration. With
out treating them correctly, migration may fall into some pitfalls. For the example
in Figure 2.1, assume there is no data or control flow dependences between foo
and fee and the only code change of the new version is the switch of the two
underlined function calls. A migration that is oblivious to the order and nesting
of the profile may recollect only the invocation order of foo and fee and use that
to replace the two corresponding items in the old profile, producing an erroneous
profile “main fee fi fi fi foo fj”.
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N = rand();
Ll: for(i=i; i<N; i++){

N = rand();
Ll: for (h Q; i<N; i++){

}
L2: for (i=0; i<N; i++){

}
L2: for (i=0; i<N; i++){
}

>
Old v ersion

N e w version

Figure 2.2: Two versions ol an indeterministic program.

D eterm inism

A deterministic program always exhibits the same behaviors when

it runs on the same input in the same underlying environment. An indeterministic
program may not, and hence makes profile reusability tricky. Consider the two
versions of a program in Figure 2.2. The value of N comes from a random func
tion call. The usage of N in the upper bounds of the two loops suggest that the
loop trip-counts of them are indeterministic. The only code change in the new
version is that the lower bound of L l changes from 0 to 1. Suppose that in an old
profile, the trip-counts of the two loops are “L l = 89, L2 = 90”. When the new
version runs on that same input, N gets 8 as its value. So, the true behaviors are
“L l = 8, L2 = 8”. But if the profile migration ignores the non-determinism and
reuses the L2’s behavior in the old profile just because its execution is not affected
by the version update, the produced profile would be “L l = 8, L2 = 90”, which
is inconsistent with the semantic of the new version that the two loops should
have the same trip-counts. Cautions hence must be taken for an indeterministic
program.

2.3.2

Complexities from Profile Formats

In addition to the behavior properties, the format of the profiling output is also
important for profile migration, in mainly two aspects.

Level of A bstraction

The first is the level of abstraction of the profiling results.

Some profilers process the collected behaviors before outputting the extracted
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high-level information to the file. This kind of profile is difficult to migrate due to
the interplays among program elements that the abstraction process exploits. An
example is a hot function profiler that collects the calling frequencies of all func
tions but only outputs the K most frequently called functions: Whether a function
should be output to a profile depends on the calling frequencies of both that func
tion and all other functions. So even if a function does not have dependences on
any functions that are modified, its appearance in the profile may still be affected
by the version update.

M eta Data

The second aspect of profile format is the presence of meta data in

the profile for matching the profile content with program constructs. Most profilers,
when outputting the collected data, also output the identities of the corresponding
constructs. But being migration-oblivious, the output meta data may not suite the
needs of profile migration well.

A loop trip-count profile, for instance, usually

contains the trip-counts as well as the IDs of the corresponding loops. The ID
of a loop may be a global serial number the compiler assigns to all the loops
in the program.

In that case, profile migration may be applicable at loop level

but not easy to apply at function level as without extra compiler support, it is
hard to map the loops to their enclosing functions just from the profiles. If the
ID uses the concatenation of the names of the function and file containing that
loops, along with the line number of the loop, the profile migration at function
level would become much easier than before. Migration at a level higher than the
unit level sometimes provides some practical advantages: The profile at a low
level may be difficult for migration due to strong interplays among profile entries
or limitations of the change impact analysis. In general, what meta data profilers
output determines the applicability and flexibility of the profile migration.
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2.3.3

Complexities from Impact Analysis

An important step in profile migration is to find out the impact of code changes in
the new version of software. The basic technique for this purpose is called change
impact analysis [10]. There have been lots of studies in it, but mainly for software
testing. For profile migration, the meaning of get affected by a code change is
slightly different from in testing. W e say that the impact of a code change covers a
program construct if the change alters the behavior of the construct such that the
profile of the construct shows disparity from its profile in the old version (assuming
same inputs and running environment.)
Effectively applying impact analysis for this new purpose faces some com
plexities. The first complexity is that for profile migration, the answer to whether a
code change covers a piece of code is not absolute. It depends on both the type
of the profile and the program context. In the example shown in Figure 2.1, the
switch of the two underlined statements does not affect the calling frequencies of
the two functions, but apparently affects the function invocation sequence. How
ever, for the same example but in a different context, the statement switch may
affect the calling frequency of the two functions as well. For instance, if the upper
bound of the loop in “foo()” is not 3 but a variable “N” that is modified in “fj()’\ the
frequencies of “fi()” would be affected by the statement switching. So to find out
impact scopes precisely, the design of a migration system must consider both the
context and the type of the profile.
The second complexity comes from the various granularity, cost, and appli
cability of existing impact analysis techniques. Existing techniques show a large
variety. Some operate at a function level by working on static or dynamic call
graphs [10,47], some at a statement level through static or dynamic program
slicing [57], some explore object relation diagrams [33], some use whole path
profiling [38], and some combine different techniques [43]. As they are usually de-
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old profiles

reusable
profiles

,— —..
old
version

discrim ination

to-profile

n ew ly

regeneration

constructs

'

Jk

added

merging

profiles

n ew
n ew profiles

version

Figure 2.3: Three steps of profile migration.

signed for a particular use other than profile migration, none of them consistently
excels all others (as confirmed by empirical studies shown in Section 2.6.) Which
one to use depends on the type of profiles, the significance of code changes, and
the desirable level of cost and accuracy. The design of a migration system must
handle such differences in an adaptive manner.

2.4

Solutions to the Complexities

Among the complexities listed earlier, some need just a reasonable design con
sideration, while others— including those in impact analysis and those caused by
the variety in behavior units and profile formats— require some systematic sup
port. In this section, we first describe our solutions to the latter category by pre
senting a norm of identity and ProfMig, a general framework for profile migrations.
W e then describe how the design of ProfMig addresses the other complexities,
with some insights and guidelines highlighted.

2.4.1 Overview of ProfMig
W e first give a high-level overview of ProfMig. ProfMig is a three-stage framework
for profile migration, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. The first stage, discrimination,
separates the part of old profiles that are still valid for the new version from the
others. The second stage, regeneration, collects the parts of the profiles that
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‘file fl

‘file f2"

I : main Q{

I:

2:

...

2:

3:

foo();

4:

fo r (i=...)

4

5:

fee();

5:

6: }

fo r {j= -){

fo r (j=...){

6

7

7:

8: foo (){

8

9:

fee (){

}

...}

ID :(fu n ,file _ f2 ,1 )
Ending: 8

ID :(fu n ,file _ fl, I)
Ending: 6

ID: (loop, file__f f , 4)
Ending: 5

ID: (loop, file _ f2 ,2)
Ending: 4

ID: (loop, file _ f2 ,5)
Ending: 7

Figure 2.4: An example construct hierarchy with universal IDs used (for clarity, the IDs are written as strings: they are
actually integers obtained through hashing.)

need an update. The third stage, merging, combines the valid part of the old
profiles with the newly collected part to form the new profiles for the new version.

2.4.2

Norm of Identity and Hierarchy

Before describing the modules that implement each of the stages, we first present
a norm of identity and its hierarchical organization we use as the underlying repre
sentation of the target program2 for all the modules. As the last section mentions,
the variety of program behaviors and profile formats demands adaptivity from a
migration system. The proposed norm of identity and organization are simple, but
meet such a need.
In this norm, for a given program, every construct is identified by a threeelement tuple, (level, file ID, line number). The level element indicates the level of
the corresponding construct. The current framework supports five levels: state
ment, loop, function, class, program. New levels can be added through an inter2This study focuses on the cases when the source or byte code of the target program is avail
able.
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face. The second element in the tuple is the ID of the file containing the construct.
W e use an integer for the ID by hashing file paths and names. The third element is
the line number of the first line of the definition of the construct. W e call this norm
universal ID. It provides a uniform, simple way to identify all levels of constructs.
It can be further hashed into an integer for conciseness.
With the identity norm, ProfMig builds up a construct hierarchy for a target pro
gram. The root node stands for the whole program. Every node in the hierarchy
corresponds to one construct entity in the program. The fields of a node record
the construct entity’s universal ID, ending line number (i.e., the final line of the
definition of the construct in the file), and a list of pointers pointing to its children
nodes. The children nodes correspond to the constructs the parent node’s cor
responding construct contains. Statement-level nodes are not explicitly shown in
the hierarchy: As the universal ID of the statement contains its line number and
the starting and ending line numbers are recorded in each node, its parent node
can be easily determined. Figure 2.4 shows an example of the hierarchy. The
nodes at the second level from the top correspond to the three functions defined
in the two files; the nodes at the third level correspond to the loops these functions
contain.
The hierarchy makes it simple to adjust migration granularity. For instance,
if we have a profile with each entry corresponding to a load statement, using
the hierarchy, we can easily find out the entries corresponding to all the loads
in a loop or a function and migrate the profile at these larger granularities. It is
especially useful for nesting behaviors as we will show later.
For the norm of identity to take effect in profile migration, the default profiler
needs to be changed so that the entries in the output have the universal IDs of
their corresponding constructs labeled. The change usually involves just simple
ID replacements.
The universal ID and construct hierarchy provide a representation that unifies
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Figure 2.5: A profile migration framework.

the multiple profile migration steps into a coherent process, simplifying the coor
dination among them and enabling easy adjustment of migration granularity. We
next describe each of the modules in ProfMig.

2.4.3

Modules in ProfMig

ProfMig separates concerns into six modules, as the grey boxes in Figure 2.5
represent. These modules work in a modular but coherent way. Upon the norm
of identity, they materialize the functions of the three stages outlined earlier in
Figure 2.3, offering a uniform, extensible framework for migrating a variety of
profiles. This section presents each of the six modules by following the structure
shown in Figure 2.5.
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Identifying Atomic Changes
The first component detects atomic changes between the two versions of the tar
get program. Atomic changes refer to code modifications at the semantic level
that is amenable to analysis [47]. Changes— such as, a local reordering of the
definitions of two functions— that affect no semantics of the program are not con
sidered.
Identifying atomic changes is a classic program analysis problem. A represen
tative approach is to use dynamic programming to compare the syntactic parsing
trees of two programs [26]. Similar techniques have been implemented in some
modern tools (e.g., compare++, SmartDifferencer.) An example is the exploitation
of Eclipse project management to derive atomic changes for Java programs [47].
Overall, even though identifying the precise set of atomic changes may be still dif
ficult due to language complexities, mature tools exist for deriving a reasonable
approximation set.
Besides identifying atomic changes, this module also outputs a map between
the two versions. With universal IDs, the map indicates the IDs of the statements
in the new version that each unchanged statement in the old version matches.
This map is useful for profile reuses in the merging module, as Section 2.4.3
shows.

Change Impact Analysis
The second module is to find out the impact of the atomic changes identified by
the first module. As a well studied topic, change impact analysis has been used
for selecting test cases in software testing and guiding software development. In
this work, we introduce change impact analysis into profile migration by address
ing the two complexities mentioned in Section 2.3.3, namely the dependence of
change impact on the type of profiles and program contexts, and the various ap
plicabilities of different impact analysis techniques.
18

For the first complexity, because of the difficulty in addressing the two kinds
of dependences at the same time, we separate the concerns to circumvent the
difficulty. By leaving the influence of profile types to a separate module to con
sider, the design allows a profile-oblivious impact analysis module to be used.
The module only tries to report all the constructs whose behaviors (no matter of
what types) are potentially affected by the version update. A follow-up module
(the discrimination module in the next subsection) translates the report to profilespecific conclusions. This design has multi-fold benefits.

First, many existing

impact analysis tools can be easily plugged into the system without much change
required. Second, enhancement of impact analysis becomes more focused be
cause the main factor to consider is just context. Finally, it gives the migration
system good extensibility. Making the system work for a different type of profile
needs no change to the impact analysis but several invocations of the interface
functions of the discrimination module, which will be explained in the next sub
section.
For the second complexity, from some empirical studies, we derive a sim
ple adaptive scheme to select the change impact analysis suitable for a given
migration task.

In our empirical studies, we exclude dynamic impact analysis

techniques as they typically incur substantial overhead. W e concentrate on the
following three techniques, which are representatives of static impact analysis
with a spectrum of aggressiveness.

• BA: This refers to the classic method by Bohner and Arnold [10]. It marks
all functions downstream from (i.e., invoked after) a changed function as
affected. It is an intuitive design. But when the main function of a program
is changed, the method will mark all functions as affected, giving the most
conservative result.
• AG: This is an aggressive method. Like the BA method, it also works at the
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level of functions, but only marks functions containing atomic changes as
affected.

• SL: This method works through static program slicing. W e use CodeSurfer3
for it. The analysis does inter-procedure data and control flow dependence
analysis to identify all the statements affected by a change.

Its result is

always sound— that is, all statements affected by a change will be marked.
It is more precise than the first two types of impact analysis. However, due
to code ambiguities caused by aliases and pointers, its result is often more
conservative than necessary.

As Section 2.6 will show, experimental results on the three techniques suggest
that when versions differ substantially, SL is preferable; otherwise, AG is more
desirable. W e integrate this rule into ProfMig to derive a simple hybrid impact
analysis.

• Hybrid: It uses the fraction of atomic changes over the entire program (in
terms of the number of statements) as the metric of significance of changes.
If that ratio is higher than a threshold (10% in our setting), it uses SL for
impact analysis. Otherwise, it uses AG. The selection policy in this method
can be reconfigured by users.
In addition, ProfMig provides some standard interface for users to add other
impact analysis methods. Some simple changes may be needed to make to the
method so that it works with universal IDs.

Discrimination
This module tries to identify the reusable entries in the old profiles and indicate
the constructs that need to be reprofiled. The discrimination employs the output
from the impact analysis module. A user indicates either the type of behaviors in
3http://www.grammatech.com/products/codesurfer
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the profile or the level of granularity the user desires for profile migration. In the
former case, the discrimination module automatically infers the appropriate gran
ularity by checking the behavior against its built-in knowledge base. The knowl
edge base is derived manually, containing a list of typical behaviors-—currently
including loop trip-counts, function calling frequencies, call graphs, load/store
strides [14,64], statement-level data reuse distances [20]— and their correspond
ing, finest migration granularities that are appropriate. The knowledge base can
be easily extended through some interface. When the specified behavior is not in
the knowledge base, the module asks the user to indicate the granularity directly.
The indication is in form of an integer, equaling the level in the construct hierarchy
(described in Section 2.4.2) that the granularity corresponds to.
The granularity decided by the knowledge base or users’ indication (denoted
as G b) may differ from the granularity (denoted as G i) used in the report from
the impact analysis module due to the particular implementation of the impact
analysis. The discrimination always uses the larger of them, because when G B <
G i, no impact information exist at the level of G B for profile migration, while when
G b > G It migration at the G i level either violates the restrictions given in the
knowledge base (and hence unsafe) or the preference of the user. When G B >
G i, an impact report at the level G B is derived from the report produced by the
impact analysis module.

The derivation is simple: A construct at G B level is

affected by a change if any G i construct it contains is affected. The norm of
identity and hierarchy makes the derivation possible.
The discrimination module contains an iterator, which goes through the entries
in the profile construct by construct (at the granularity of m ax{G I , G A)), and labels
an entry as reusable when the construct does not belong to the affected construct
set. Those entries form the reusable profiles*. Meanwhile, it puts the IDs of those
constructs into an exempted set (the exempted constructs* in Figure 2.5) so that
they will be exempted from reprofiling in the later modules.
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The iterator is implemented based on the construct hierarchy such that it can
traverse all constructs at an arbitrary level higher than the granularity level in
the profile. It builds on a base-level iterator, which can parse the output file of
the profiler of interest and enumerate its entries. The base-level iterator is an
interface to be instantiated by users because of the various possible formats of a
profile. It also carries a boolean property “order”, indicating whether the entries in
the profile is order-sensitive, and a boolean property “nesting”, indicating whether
the entries have nesting relation. When both are true, every item enumerated
by the iterator carries the scope of its corresponding construct (e.g., the function
execution span in Figure 2.6.) If a profile has no scope labeled, the scope fields
of the iterated entries are null, and the discrimination uses the entire profile of a
run as the migration granularity.

Mapping, Selective Profiling, and Merging
The Mapping module translates the construct IDs in the reusable profiles* and
exempted constructs* to the IDs of corresponding constructs in the new version
of the program, outputting reusable profiles and the exempted constructs set. It
does that by using the matching map produced by the module of atomic changes
identification.
The follow-up module, Selective Profiling, recollects the profiles for the new
version of the program without profiling the constructs in the exempted constructs
set. It reuses the default profiler. Because the default profiler can be in various
form and written in various languages, users’ changes to the profiler is needed to
add such a selective profiling feature. The change usually involves simple modi
fications to the program instrumentor so that it only instruments the constructs in
the non-exempted construct list.
The final module, Profile Merging, combines the recollected profile data with
the reusable profiles to form the profiles for the new version of the software. For
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ordered profiles, it needs to find the appropriate positions of the recollected data
in a new profile (when the granularity is lower than the level of a program) by
checking the scopes labeled in the old profiles.

2.4.4 Treatment to Other Complexities
In this part, we describe how ProfMig treats the other complexities.

Order and Nesting

As the previous section points out, for an order-sensitive

profile, the correctness of migration results can be seriously compromised if the
order and nesting are not carefully handled. One solution is to treat the entire se
quence in such a profile as a single unit for migration. It avoids the safety issue,
but any change in the sequence will result in a recollection of the entire profile. A
second option is to employ the nesting information for a finer-grained migration.
Recall the example in Figure 2.1. A migration oblivious to the order of function
call sequences may end up producing wrong call sequences.

If we can have

some labels in the profile marking the span of a function execution as illustrated
in Figure 2.6, we will know the nesting relation between the subsequences “fi fi fi”
and “foo”, and between “fj” and “fee”. After recollecting the order of foo and fee
in the changed main function, we can determine the correct positions of the two
subsequences in the new profile, getting the correct profile “main fee fj foo fi fi
fi”. Notice that the two subsequences “fi fi fi” and “fj” are repositioned but not rec
ollected because their caller functions foo and fee are not affected by the code
change. As Section 2.4.3 mentions, ProfMig adopts the second option, address
ing the problem by associating the profile iterator in the discrimination module
with two properties “order” and “nesting” and making every item enumerated by
the iterator carry the scope of its corresponding construct.
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main foo

fi fi fi fee fj

Figure 2.6: A function call sequence with function execution span labeled by line segments. The labels expose the nesting
relation among the call subsequences.

Determinism

For a program with indeterminism, Section 2.3.1 shows that the

related behaviors need to be treated carefully. A general guideline is that to use
profile migration, users must first check whether the behavior is deterministic, and
if not, check whether the caused variations are acceptable for the usage of the
profiles. A conservative policy is to apply profile migration only when answers to
these questions are positive. An alternative is to mark all program entities related
with the random number as affected by code changes and reprofile them. Our
design adopts this latter strategy as it better preserves migration opportunities.

Level of Abstraction

Section 2.3.2 mentions that a profile with a higher level of

abstraction causes difficulty for migration, due to the interplays among program
elements incurred by the abstraction. The solution is to lower the abstraction
level by changing the profilers. The change is usually simple as the profilers
often collect the lower level behaviors already in order to derive the higher-level
behaviors.

For instance, for the hottest methods profiling, the profiler can be

easily modified such that it outputs the calling frequencies of all functions and
uses a separate script to identify the K most frequently invoked functions.

In

some cases, the change may result in too much space usage; compression may
help. A general rule is that abstractions that combine the behaviors of multiple
units usually introduce dependences and hence obstacles for profile migration.
Such abstractions should be avoided if possible to make the profile amenable for
migration.
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2.5

Evaluation Metrics

Being a new topic, profile migration lacks studies in what metrics suit its evalua
tion. A simple examination of the accuracy of the produced profile is insufficient
because it cannot reflect the detailed effects (e.g., the quality of the profile dis
crimination.)
In this work, we introduce a set of metrics to achieve a comprehensive as
sessment. For clarity, we use the following example for explanation.
A Loop Example: A profile migration system tries to migrate loop trip-count
profiles of a program from version V1 to V2. An old profile F 0 contains 100 entries
corresponding to 100 loops in the program. The migration system identifies 80 of
the entries as reusable (denoted as set U) and the other 20 as not (denoted as
set U.) A manual examination confirms that only 75 of the entries (denoted as set
T P for true positive) in U are truly reusable, and only 10 of the entries (denoted
as set T N for true negative) in U are truly not reusable. The 5 mistakes in U are
false positive cases, and the 10 mistakes in U are false negative cases, denoted
as set F P and F N respectively. Based on its discrimination result, the system
reprofiles the loops in U and merges with the old data of the loops in U to produce
a merged profile for V2, denoted as Fm. Let Fc represent the correct profile of V2.
W e find five metrics useful, one for the accuracy of the merged profiles, three
for profile discrimination, and one for time saved by profile migration.
(1) Acc. This metric is for accuracy, computed as the ratio between the num
ber of the entries in the generated profile that are correct and the total number
of entries in the real profile. Here, each entry refers to one unit in the profiles.
For the loop example, an entry is the trip-count of a loop. The Acc of the above
loop example is (75+20)/100=95% because only loops in T P and U have correct
trip-counts in Fm. (Loops in U are reprofiled.)
(2) Precision, Recall, F-measure. These three metrics are borrowed from
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information retrieval. They measure the quality of the profile discrimination. Pre
cision is defined as \TP \f\U \, showing the fraction of the claimed reusable entries
that are truly reusable. Recall is defined as \ T P \ / ( \ T P \ + |F./V|). showing the frac
tion of the reusable entries that are successfully identified. F-measure combines
precision and recall together to give an overall measure of the effectiveness of the
discrimination, computed as (2-precision recall)/(precision+recall). For all these
metrics, the higher the better; the upper bounds are all 1.
(3)

TS. This metric is the fraction of the time saved by the profile migration.

It equals the total reduction of profiling time of all runs (with the profile migration
overhead counted) divided by the total profiling time of the new version when
migration is not used.

2.6 Experiments
In this section, we examine the effectiveness of the techniques in helping migrate
two types of profiles. The first is loop trip-counts, each entry of which reports the
number of total iterations of a loop in an execution. The second is dynamic call
graphs, each entry of which reports the caller of a function and the number of
times that caller calls that function. Even though both profiles are important for
feedback-driven program optimizations, they differ significantly in granularity and
structure: The former is in a linear structure with loops organized in a list, and
has loop as its finest migration granularity, while the latter is in a graphic struc
ture with strong connections between callers and callees, and has function as its
finest granularity. Moveover, their profilers are implemented on two different in
frastructures: LLVM [36] for the former, and Gprof for the latter. These differences
help test the flexibility of the migration system.
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Table 2.1: Charaterlstics of Benchmarks
Software
DZI02
crattv
liDauantum
Darser
vpr

Description

N i mbers" of

versions

data compressor
computer chess program
computer Quantum simulator
enaiish parsing tool
circuit placement and routing

loops
2 6 0 ; 253

1.0 1 ; 1.03
2 3 .1 ; 23.2
1.0 ; 1.1
4 .0 ; 4 .1b

code lines
7388; 7862
3 4 9 0 /; 135056
438 3 ; 4938
18609; 18923

'765; 765

4.22; 4.30

22990:25399

5 / 6 ; 645

54?; 538”
134; 13b

functions
1 23 ; 133
1 81 ; 182
1 4 4 ;1 4 6
6 4 2 ; 642
4 1 9 ;4 3 0

Changed
functions
31
19

5
3
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binHilarity
loops
9 8 .73%
7 8 .40%
8 8 .46%
9 3 .6 8 %
6 1 .35%

call graphs

100%
4 3 .54%

81.33%
90.77%
54.87%

version.

2.6.1

Methodology

W hen finding benchmarks, we focus on the real-world software that is the source
for SPEC CPU benchmarks. They cover a variety of domains. Among all the
programs we have examined, five are still actively maintained so that we can
find two versions of each of them that run successfully on our platform (Suse
Linux 2.6.37.6, Intel Xeon X5570, 2.93G Hz.) Table 2.1 lists the characteristics
of the programs.

All these programs are written in C/C++.

They range from

utility programs to quantum computing, circuit routing, and games. One of them,
libquantum, is an indeterministic program with random number generations.
Because typically software version update goes through an incremental pro
cess, profile migration usually applies to two close-by versions. However, even
between the two versions differing only in minor version numbers, some of the
programs (v p rand crafty) still show large differences as shown by the two right
most columns of Table 2.1. The similarity in the table is defined as the fraction
of the entries in the actual profiles of the higher version that also appear in the
profiles of the lower version. W e have experimented with five difference inputs for
each of the programs. The similarities of these runs may differ; the table shows
the average.
For the time measurement, we count in all migration overhead. W e conduct
five repetitive runs to get the average as the final reported number.
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2.6.2

Results

Overview

Overall, the experiments show that for most of the programs, ProfMig

can save a substantial fraction of profiling time with high profile accuracy pre
served. For loop trip-counts, it cuts profiling time by more than 90% for three pro
grams, 0 -1 5 % for the other two programs. The migration results have accuracies
all higher than 88% . More than 90% of the profile entries that ProfMig marks as
reusable are indeed reusable. The amount of time savings in call graphs migra
tion is relative less (48% versus 61% on average) than in the loop case because
of the strong connections between callers and callees in the profiles. But the
overall results still consistently show the promise of ProfMig in enabling effective
migrations of different types of profiles.
The results also indicate some opportunities for future improvement. The most
prominent is that ProfMig misses some, sometimes a large number of, reusable
profile entries. The main reason resides in the conservativeness of the static
impact analysis. The consequence is most obvious for programs that contains
lots of aliases and pointers and a good volume of code changes from their old
versions (exemplified by the benchmark vpr.)

It suggests the need for better

impact analysis techniques to be developed in the future.

Detailed Analysis

Table 2.2 reports the detailed experimental results. It shows

the comparison when ProfMig uses four kinds of impact analysis (listed in Sec
tion 2.4.3.) The metrics used in the table are described in Section 2.5.
For loop trip-counts, the migration based on BA gives almost perfect accu
racy for most programs; confirmed by the high precision rates. An exception is
libquantum. Libquantum is an non-deterministic program with random numbers
used.

These experiments employ an aggressive policy without giving special

treatment to the indeterminism. When the conservative policy described in Sec
tion 2.4 is used (marking all statements relating with random numbers as affected
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by changes), the inaccuracy is fixed. The BA-based migration saves no profiling
time on all the programs except for libquantum. For the 0.9 recall rate on libquan
tum, the migration saves over 99% profiling time because the reused loops have
higher trip-counts and hence would require more reprofiling time than the un
reused loops. The zero recall rates on the other four programs reflect the reason
for no time savings on them: The main function in all these four programs are
changed in the version update. Although most of the changes are not critical for
many loops’ trip-counts, the BA-based impact analysis conservatively mark all
the functions of those programs as affected by the changes. No reusable profile
entries are left. The F-measure for all the four programs is 0. Overall, BA-based
migration offers high accuracy but low time savings.
The migration based on SL gives accuracies comparable to those from BAbased migrations. It saves much more profiling time than the BA-based migration
on crafty. Its recall rates range from 6% to 90% , reflecting some but not a lot
of benefits from fine-grained dependence analysis.

Manual analysis confirms

that the reason is that the slicing method, for producing sound results, reports
much larger impact scopes than the actual for an atomic change.

Given the

considerable number of changes between two versions as shown in Table 2.1, the
method results in a large number of false negatives (i.e., an unaffected construct
is labeled as affected.) Its F-measures vary from 0.06 to 0.85.
The migration based on AG gives the highest time savings for its aggressive
ness in profile reuses. It recalls over 95% of the entries that are truly reusable
on programs libquantum, parser, and vpr, 78% for crafty, and 35% for bzip2. The
relatively lower recall rate on bzip2 is because many code changes in that pro
gram do not affect the loop trip-counts, but AG-impact analysis conservatively
assume the profiles of all loops in a changed function are not reusable. The time
savings by this method ranges from 72% to nearly 100%, with an average 93%.
It is not as precise as the other two methods, with precision ranging from 0.7 to 1.
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Table 2.2: Profile Migration Performance Results

Call graphs
Loop trip-counts
Hecaii
Precision
p-measure
ACC
IS
i--measure
IS
precision
Recall
ACC
0%
0.0
0.0
"O'.O
100%
1.0
bzlpz
0.0
100%
0%...... 1.0
0.0
0%
1.0
0.0
0.0
100%
0.0
crafty
100%
0%
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
81.1% 64.2%
0.8
libquantum 88.8% 99.1%
0.9
0.9
0.0
0.0
0%
1.0
1.0
0.0
100%
parser
0%
0.0
100%
0.0
0.0
100%
0%
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
vpr
0%
100%
0.2
12.8%
1.0
0.2
0.2
0.2
96.9%
Average
19.8%
1.0
97.8%
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.04.... 0.08
100%
bzip2
0%
100%
1.0
SL*
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.4
100%
1.0
1.0
0.3
crafty
100%
15.1%
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
libquantum 89.1%
0.9
81.1% 64.2%
100%
0.8
0.02
0.04
100%
0.0
1.0
parser
0.9
0.2
0.3
98.1% 0%
1.0
0.0
0.0
100%
0.0
vpr
0%
0.03
0.06
100%
1.0
0.4
0.2
0.2
96.2%
12.8%
1.0
97.4% 23.0%
1.0
0.3
Average
0.4
..fOOTT" 91.3%
1.0
0.5
91.2%
1.0
0.4
0.5
bzipZ
AG'
99.8%
0.6
64.7%
0.1%
0.5
0.5
0.8
crafty
79.4%
72.5% 0.7
0.8
1.0
0.9
0.8
libquantum 88.8%
100%
0.9
1.0
0.9
81.1% 64.2%
95.4%
0.9
1.0
85.8%
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.0
parser
93.7%
100%
0.7
0.7
0.001%
0.5
0.8
vpr
1.0
0.8
61.5%
67.4%
100%
0.7
0.7
0.8
42.3%
0.8
Average
92.7%
80.5%
0.9
0.8
85.8%
0.4
1.0
0.5
0.4
0.5
100%
91.3%
bzip2
Hyorid
99.8% 91.2%
1.0
0.2
1.0
0.1
0.4
100%
0.0
0.3
crafty
100%
15.1%
1.0
64.2%
1.0
0.9
0.8
libquantum 88.8%
0.9
1.0
0.9
81.1%
100%
0.9
1.0
1.0
95.4% 85.8%
1.0
93.7%
100%
0.9
1.0
parser
0.0
0.0
0.0
100%
1.0
vpr
0%
1.0
0.03
0.06
100%
48.3%
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.6
95.3%
Average
1.0
0.5
96.5% 61.3%
* BA: a classic method by Bohner and Arnold [10].
* SL: forward slicing by Codesurfer.
* AG: aggressive
function-level analysis.
Impact
analysis
BA'

Software

The accuracy of the produced profiles is above 88% for three programs. For the
two programs with lower cross-version similarities, crafty and vpr, the accuracy is
79% and 67% .
The bottom section of Table 2.2 reports the results of the migration based
on the hybrid impact analysis. By applying a suitable impact analysis to each
program, the approach gains the best of both worlds, producing accurate profiles
with accuracy from 89% to 100% with an average 97% . It meanwhile brings large
time savings, with an average 61%.
The results on the call graphs show similar patterns as the loop trip-counts do
with slightly smaller time savings. Its larger granularity and the coupling relations
between callers and callees result in relatively a lower fraction of reusable profile
entries. It is worth noting that no changes are made to ProfMig to support the two
different types of profiles; it adapts to the profiles automatically.
The aggressive method is not as sound as the slicing method, and may pro
duce some false positives. In software testing, which is the traditional chief usage
of impact analysis, a false positive may prevent some affected construct from be
ing retested and hence cause threat to the software reliability. But in the context
of profile migration that mainly assists program optimizations, the consequence
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is much less serious. It may result in some errors in the produced profiles, which
may then mislead the optimizer somehow and ultimately affect the quality of the
produced code, but not the reliability or correctness of the software. Moreover,
many optimizations tend to be resilient to a certain degree of profile errors. So
generally, false positives in impact analysis are less harmful for optimizationoriented profile migration than for software testing. W e note that unlike the local
effects by the false positives in impact analysis, the pitfalls mentioned in previous
sections of this chapter are at the fundamental level. Incorrect treatment may re
sult in whole-profile errors. For instance, if order is not observed in the migration
of function call sequences, the produced profile may be entirely wrong.
Overall, the experiments demonstrate that profile migration is feasible in prac
tice. The migration framework proposed in this study is promising to work for
different kinds of profiles. Assisted with adaptive impact analysis, the framework
can produce accurate profiles with large time savings.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have described a systematic study on program behavior profile
migration across software versions. W e explore the various factors related with
profile migration, revealing the effects imposed on profile reusability and migration
granularity by the properties of the profiled behaviors, profile formats, and impact
analysis. The exploration leads to some fundamental understanding to the pro
file migration problem, yields some general guidelines for profile migration, and
points out some potential pitfalls. W e propose a six-module framework for pro
file migration. It uses a norm of identity and hierarchy for representation to unify
the multiple profile migration steps into a coherent process. It isolates concerns
and allows easy customization and extension. Its applications to loop trip-count
profiling and dynamic call graph profiling demonstrate the feasibility and promis-
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ing potential of profile migration. As a seminal study in this new direction, this
work is expected to open many new opportunities for removing the barriers for
the application of profiling in software development and optimizations.
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3

Examining and Reducing the In
fluence of Sampling Errors on Feedbac
Driven Optimizations

Feedback-driven optimization (FDO) is an important component in mainstream
compilers. By allowing the compiler to reoptimize the program based on some
profiles of the program’s dynamic behaviors, it often enhances the quality of the
generated code substantially. A barrier for using FDO is that it often requires
many training runs to collect enough profiles to amortize the sensitivity of program
optimizations to program input changes. Various sampling techniques have been
explored to alleviate the time-consuming process. However, the lowered profile
accuracy caused by sampling often hurts the benefits of FDO.
This chapter gives the first systematic study in how sampling rates affect the
accuracy of collected profiles and how the accuracy correlates with the usefulness
of the profile for modern FDO. By studying basic block and edge profiles for FDO
in two mature compilers, it reveals several counter-intuitive observations, one of
which is that profiling accuracy does not strongly correlate with the benefits of the
FDO. Through a detailed analysis, it identifies three types of sampling-caused
errors that critically impair the quality of the profiles for FDO. It then introduces
a simple way to rectify profiles based on the findings. Experiments demonstrate
that the simple rectification fixes most of those critical errors in sampled profiles
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and significantly enhances the effectiveness of FDO.

3.1

Introduction

Feedback-driven optimization (FDO) is an important technique for modern com
piler to enhance program performance. By collecting the behaviors, such as basic
block frequencies and frequently called functions from some training runs, FDO
provides better heuristics to help compilers optimize programs. Experiments have
shown that FDO often brings significant extra speedups to programs beyond what
static compilations provide. It has become an important component of modern
compilers, exemplified by GCC, IBM XLC, Intel ICC.
A barrier for practical usage of FDO is the overhead in collecting profiles of
program executions. The overhead ranges from 20% to as much as 100X [49]
(when data accesses are profiled) of the execution time of the original program,
depending on the types of profiles to collect. It is especially a concern for longrunning programs, and is underscored by the increase of data variety in modern
computing (one of the key properties of Big Data). As many studies have shown,
different input datasets often demand different optimization decisions [9,53]. To
make code generated by FDO able to adapt to various datasets, it is necessary
to collect a large number of profiles on different input datasets [28]. The needed
long profiling time impairs the practical value of FDO.
A solution that has been explored before is sampling. It collects profiles on
only a small portion of the program execution, with the hope that the compiler can
still find out the important behavior patterns from the sampled profile and apply
FDO effectively. However, sampling unavoidably introduces some inaccuracy into
the collected profiles, which may impair the exertion of the full power of FDO in
turn. There have been some studies on reducing biases in sampling [42], and
some proposals of improved sampling schemes— such as bursty sampling [4,5,
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Figure 3.1; The speedups (compared to static compilation with the highest-level optimizations enabled) produced by the
FDO of IBM XLC (v12.1) compiler, when sampled (bursty at rate of 5%) and full profiles are used respectively.

25,41]. Although these techniques can improve the profiles quality in a certain
degree, the speedup by FDO on the sampled profiles still has a substantial gap
from what it produces on full profiles, as Figure 3.1 shows.
In this work, we address this problem from a different perspective: Instead of
refining sampling schemes, we attempt to rectify errors in a sampled profile after
it is collected. W e call this new approach profile rectification.
Some fundamental questions need to be answered before an effective recti
fication method can be designed. In particular, two questions are critical: What
are the relations among sampling rates, accuracy of the collected profile, and its
usefulness for FDO? How do the errors in a profile influence the optimizations
and how to rectify the critical errors? Answers to these questions are essential
for guiding the directions of profile rectification. But to the best of our knowledge,
none of these questions have been systematically studied on modern compilers
and systems.
To answer these open questions, we conduct a two-fold investigation. First,
as shown in Section 3.2, we design a set of systematic measurements to reveal
the statistical correlations among sampling rates, profile accuracy, and the cor
responding FDO benefits. W e focus on the FDO in two mature compilers, IBM
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XLC compiler and GCC, and concentrate on basic block and edge frequency pro
files that are the most critical part of the profiles used by the two FDO systems.
To avoid biases in the analysis, we conduct 7680 runs, which cover seven most
important factors in four levels, including the usage of the two mature compil
ers, two sampling methods with six sampling rates for each, two platforms, eight
SPEC benchmarks with some non-trivial FDO potential, four inputs per bench
mark, and ten repetitions for each setting. The systematic measurements reveal
some counter-intuitive observations. It is commonly perceived that a higher sam
pling rate tends to give more accurate profiles, which would help FDO produce
code that has a better performance. However, the experiment results suggest
even though in general a higher bursty sampling rate leads to a more accurate
profile, the perception isn’t true for uniform sampling, which samples one instruc
tion after every fixed time period. Moreover, the results show that for both types
of sampling methods, when a more accurate profile is given to the FDO, it often
does not produce code with a better performance. In other words, in the sampling
rate range, profile accuracy does not have an apparent correlation with the FDO
benefits.
The surprising observations prompt a deep analysis of the influence cast on
FDO by various types of sampling errors (Section 3.3.) W e investigate three types
of errors that potentially have some strong influence. The first is 0-counter errors,
which refer to the case when a counter in sampled profile is zero but its value in
the full profile is not. The second is equality errors, which refer to the case when
two counters in the same function have different values in the sampled profile
but have the same value in the full profile. The third is inequality errors, which
refer to the case when one counter is greater than another in the sampled profile
but smaller (or less greater) in the full profile. For the third type, after a series
of explorations, we concentrate on a special class of inequality for its especial
importance. That class is called biased branch errors, which refer to conditional
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branches that are strongly biased (one branch has a taken rate no smaller than
80% ) in the full profile but not in the sampled profile.
Our analysis shows that although these types of errors do not affect the overall
profile accuracy much, they change the optimization decisions of the FDO dra
matically. W e then propose to rectify the three types of errors by applying counter
value patterns derived from some training profiles. The simple rectification turns
out to boost the usefulness of the sampled profiles for FDO, increasing the aver
age speedup from 1.15X to 1.36X, around 99% of what full profiles can yield.
In summary, this work makes three main contributions.

• Correlations It is the first study that systematically uncovers the correla
tions among sampling rates, profile accuracy, and the usefulness for FDO.

• Influence of Errors It offers a set of novel insights on sampling and its
influence on FDO:

- The 0-counter and equality errors in sampled profiles impair FDO sub
stantially.
- A general rectification of inequality errors adds no extra benefits over
0-counter and equality error rectifications, but biased branch error rec
tification does. In fact, the best results are obtained when 0-counter
errors and biased branch errors are rectified.
-

Uniform sampling not only underperforms bursty sampling, but shows
a weak correlation between sampling rate and profile accuracy, which
reinforces the superiority of bursty sampling over uniform sampling for
FDO.

- Commonly defined accuracy, either weighted or unweighted, fails to
quantify the actual quality of a profile for FDO.

• Profile Rectification To our best knowledge, this is the first work showing
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that simple profile rectification can dramatically enhance the usefulness of
a profile for FDO. The proposed profile rectification provides a simple and
practical way to enhance the effectiveness of sampling-based FDO.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we first briefly
introduce the two FDO compilation systems, the two sampling methods, and
some other experiment settings. Then we present the findings of the correla
tions. In Section 3.3, we present a deep analysis of the sampling errors, and
describe the simple profile rectification method. Section 3.4 discusses the impli
cations of the findings to FDO compilers of traditional imperative languages, and
to the runtime of managed languages (e.g., Javascript, Java, Python) that adopt
online sampling and Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation. W e conclude the chapter
with a summary.

3.2

Counter-Intuitive Correlations

This section starts with an introduction to the FDO in the two compilers we use. It
then presents the design of the empirical measurements and reports the findings
on the correlations among sampling, profiles, and their usefulness.

3.2.1 Background on FDO
FDO is part of many modern compilers. The implementations of FDO in different
compilers may differ in what set of optimizations they contain, but mostly follow
a similar high-level design. W e briefly describe the way FDO works in a mature
commercial compiler, IBM XLC, as follows.
To enable FDO, two stages of compilations are necessary. For XLC, in the first
stage, the compiler must be invoked with a special option (“-q p d fl”). With that
option, the compiler instruments the program with some monitoring instructions.
An execution of the generated executable will produce a profile of that execution.
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In the second stage, the compiler is invoked again with another special option
(“-qpdf2”). In this round of compilation, the compiler enables FDO, which reads
the profile and produces an optimized executable.
As the profiles capture some runtime behaviors (e.g., the hotness of a func
tion or basic block), they can provide the optimizers some hints that static code
analysis is unable to provide. FDO heavily exploits those hints to enhance code
layout, inline functions, and so on. An inaccurate profile may hence mislead FDO
into making wrong optimization decisions.

3.2.2

Experimental Design

W e design a set of experiments to empirically measure the relations among sam
pling rate, profile accuracy, and the influence on the effectiveness of FDO. In the
design, we carefully cover seven dimensions that are closely relevant to the re
lations to minimize the bias in the measurement. They fall into four levels, as
summarized by Table 3.1 and explained as follows.
Table 3.1: Dimensions covered in the experiment design

Levels

Dimensions

Variations

Description

workload

benchmarks

8

inputs
compilers
platforms
methods
frequencies

4
2
2
2
6
10

SPEC
C P U 2000
&
C P U 2006
1 train input, 3 ref inputs
XLC, G C C
Intel Xeon & IBM POW ER7
Bursty, Uniform
6 for Bursty, 6 for Uniform

system
sampling
noise avoidance

repetitions

# of repetitive runs per set
ting

Benchmarks and Inputs
Given that the focus of this work is on FDO, when choosing benchmarks, we con
centrate on those that exhibit some non-trivial speedups when FDO is applied.
Meanwhile, our current infrastructure works on C programs only. Among the pro39

grams in SP EC C P U 2000 and CPU2006 [1], we find eight of them meeting both
criteria, as listed in Table 3.2. All these benchmarks are integer programs, and
have complex control flows and a large number of functions, posing challenges for
static analysis and hence exhibiting good potential for FDO. As Figure 3.1 shows,
these benchmarks show an average 1.33X speedup when FDO is applied (on
the exact profiles of the execution inputs) compared to their performance through
static compilations using XLC.
Table 3.2: Benchmarks and FDO speedup from exact profiles over 0 5 compilation

Program
gzip
gap
vortex
vpr
libquantum
perlbench
hmmer
gobmk

Benchmark Suite

Description

FDO speedup

CPU2000
C P U 2000
CPU2000

Compression

1.19X

Group Theory, Interpreter
Object-oriented Database
FPGA Circuit Placement and Routing
Quantum Computing
Perl Interpreter

1.18X
1.63X
1.19X
2.09X
1.22X
1.25X

C P U 2000
CPU2006
CPU2006
C P U 2006
C P U 2006

Search Gene Sequence
Artificial Intelligence

1.11X

For each program, besides including both its train and ref inputs coming with
the benchmark suite, when necessary, we collect or create two extra representa
tive inputs by searching for the real usage of their original applications or reading
the source code. The extra inputs are used in the experiments described in Sec
tion 3.3 for examining the stableness of profile value patterns across different
inputs. For FDO, the profiles are collected on the train input and evaluated on the
ref input.

Compilers
W e select the recent versions of XLC (v12.1) and G C C (v4.6.2) as our compilers.
Both compilers have been developed for more than a decade. The former is the
main commercial compiler of IBM for C and C++, and shares the core with many
other IBM compilers for other languages. Its FDO is sophisticatedly polished by a
large compiler team for many years, able to exploit profiles to conduct a number
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of advanced intra-procedure and inter-procedure optimizations. G C C is a result
of the many years of efforts by the open-source community.

Its performance

has been shown to get close to commercial compilers in many cases. Its FDO
component has also been developed for quite a while. W e use both compilers
for this study to examine the influence of different FDO implementations on the
studied relations.
The type of profile collected by XLC is basic block frequency profile, where,
each counter records the number of times a basic block is encountered in an
execution. From that profile, XLC could derive the control flow edge profile and the
function calling edge profile of that execution, which record the frequency of each
edge in the control flow graphs and the frequency of each edge in the call graphs
of the program. In the instrumentation stage of XLC, each procedure’s control flow
graph is explored to find out some straight lines of basic blocks that must have
the same counter value. Only the first basic block of a straight line needs to be
instrumented to collect access frequency. During recompilation, function calling
frequencies and control flow branch probabilities are inferred from basic block
counters and the mapping, serving as hints for the FDO. A similar implementation
scheme is shown in GCC. It collects control flow edge profiles and derives the
other types of profiles, and differences exist in the set of optimizations they include
and how those optimizations are implemented.

Platforms
W e run XLC-related experiments on an IBM Power7 machine, which has the AIX
7 operating system installed.

W e conduct the GCC-related experiments on a

machine equipped with Intel Xeon W 3550, running a O penSUSE Linux, version

12 .1 .
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Sampling Methods and Frequencies
W e experiment with two sampling methods. The first is uniform sampling, which
is the most commonly used sampling method. It tries to get a sample after a
given time interval. For example, when being applied to collect basic block fre
quency profiles, the runtime sampler checks which instruction is being executed
and finds out which basic block that instruction belongs to after a given time in
terval; it then increases the counter corresponding to the basic block by one. The
second sampling method is bursty sampling. In this method, there are two prede
fined parameters, the execution period length re and the profiling period length t p .
The runtime switches between normal execution and profiled execution periodi
cally. During an execution, after a r e-long period of normal execution, the runtime
switches the execution to a fully instrumented version and runs that version for
a Tp-long period of time to collect some profiles, and then switches back to nor
mal execution. The back-and-forth switching continues throughout the program
execution.
Since we use static compilers, which do not have a runtime sampling system,
we simulate the two sampling methods. For uniform sampling, we assume that
each instruction's execution takes equal time and thus has the same probability
to be sampled.

The full profiles are processed to obtain the sample profiles.

For bursty sampling, we modify the instrumentation, so one execution directly
produces one sample profile.
Previous studies have shown that the bursty sampling, although being more
complicated to implement, can often produce a more accurate profile than the
uniform sampling does at the same sampling rate [4]. Bursty sampling has been
implemented in some runtime systems, such as Jikes RVM [5]. Using both sam
pling methods helps us examine the influence of different sampling schemes on
the relations between profile accuracy and FDO.
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W e experiment with six sampling rates for each of the sampling methods.
These rates subsume the typical range of sampling rates used in practical sys
tems. The sampling rate of uniform sampling is determined by a single parameter,
the sampling period length (102, 1 0 3, 1 0 4, 5 * 104, 1 0 5, 5 * io 5. Because the bursty
sampling has two parameters, the execution period length re and profiling pe
riod length rp, each of its sampling rates is represented with the ratio of a pair,
T p /(r e 4- t p).

The rates are 1/1000, 10/1000, 50/1000, 100/1000, 200/1000, and

400/1000. The sampling rates for uniform sampling reside in a similar range.

Time Measurement
In all runs, the highest optimization level is enabled. W e see some minor fluctuations(less than 8% ) in the execution times of multiple runs in the same setting.
But still to minimize the influence of random noise, we repeat each run for 10
times and use their average time for comparison.

3.2.3

Measurements and findings

The coverage of the various factors leads to 7680 runs in total. This subsection
presents the findings we have obtained from these measurements. But before
that, we first explain some metrics we use to quantify profile accuracy and corre
lations.

Accuracy Metrics
Let Bi represent the exact profile (or called full profile) of a run on input i. Exact
profiles can be obtained through a full profiling. Let SP( be the profile obtained
by sampling.

Before comparing the two profiles, we multiply each counter in

SP,'I by the ratio between the sum of the counters in B * and that in S P / so that
the two profiles are at the same scale for comparison. W e denote the scaled
sampled profile with SP*. W e use SPi\j] and Bi [j } to denote the counter values

of the jth item in the sampled and exact profiles, respectively. For the purpose of
explanation, we use basic block frequency profiles as our example in the following
discussion. In such a profile, each item corresponds to the frequency of a basic
block being accessed.
The definition of the accuracy should quantify the similarity between SPi and
Bj. Following common practices, we define the accuracy (Acc) of a basic block
counter as follows:

max(SPi{j], Bi\j})
The use of m ax in the denominator is to normalize the accuracy to the range of
[0 ,1 ]. W e use two definitions for the overall accuracy of a profile. An unweighted
accuracy (UAcc) is just an arithmetic average of all basic blocks’ accuracies. It
treats each basic block equally. A weighted accuracy ( WAcc) of a profile is a
weighted average as follows:

WAcCi =

Icc^'l x

where, the weights are proportional to the significance of a basic block in the
program in terms of its access frequency.

Correlation Metrics
Among the different variations of commonly used correlations metrics, we find the
Spearman's rank correlation coefficient (called rank coefficient in short) suiting
our needs.

Let X and Y represent two ordered lists of values.

The order is

based on some predefined criterion (e.g., an ascending order of the values of the
elements.) The position of an element in the ordered list is called the rank of that
element. The rank coefficient is defined as follows:
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where, x[i] and y\i\ are the ranks of X[i] and F[i] in X and Y respectively.
Recall that the questions we try to answer are whether a higher sampling
rate leads to a more accurate profiles and hence more benefits from FDO. The
rank coefficient fits our needs as it assesses how well the relationship of two
variables fits in a monotonic function. In comparison, the standard Pearson coef
ficient measures whether two variables form a linear relation, which is a property
unnecessarily stronger than what we need.
The value of a rank coefficient is always between -1 and 1, with a value close
to 1 implying a strong co-increasing relation between X and Y, and a value close
to -1 implying that the two variables' values are taking an opposite trend.

Sampling Rate and Profile Accuracy
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 report the weighted and unweighted accuracies of the sam
pled profiles of all benchmarks when different sampling rates are used. The pro
files for the bursty sampling have a close-to-perfect weighted accuracy across all
sampling rates, while the profiles for the uniform sampling have an average 64%
accuracy. The intuition behind the large accuracy disparity is that because each
time the uniform sampling checks only one instruction, a larger basic block gets
some larger chance to be sampled than a smaller basic block does if the two
blocks actually have the same frequencies of being executed. The issue is less
serious in bursty sampling. For bursty sampling, block size may cast some influ
ence on which block the sampling period starts from, but the influence is much
weaker to the overall accuracy because within a sampling period, the size of a ba
sic block less affects the chance for it to get sampled. These results echo some
previous observations on the two sampling methods [4,2 5].

The unweighted

accuracy difference is smaller, but bursty sampling still outperforms uniform sam-
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Figure 3.2: (a) Weighted accuracy of bursty sampling, (b) Weighted accuracy of uniform sampling.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Unweighted accuracy of bursty sampling, (b) Unweighted accuracy of uniform sampling.

pling in general.
Table 3.3 provides the rank coefficients between sampling rate and profile ac
curacies. W hen weighted accuracy is used, the coefficients are all 1 for bursty
sampling, indicating the very strong correlation between sampling frequency and
profile accuracy. In other words, the profile accuracy will definitely increase when
we use a higher sampling rate. When unweighted accuracy is used, the correla
tions are slightly lower, but still close to one for most programs.
Uniform sampling shows much weaker correlations with profile accuracy. The
average of the rank coefficient is only -0.22 when weighted accuracy is used.
Two programs, hmmer and libquantum, are exceptions.

For hmmer, a higher

sampling rate leads to more accurate profiles, while for libquantum, the trend is
the opposite. Overall, a higher rate of uniform sampling does not lead to a more
accurate profile.

The reason for the weak correlations comes from the same
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source (the effects of basic block sizes) for the low profile accuracy mentioned
earlier in this section. To further understand the severity of the effects, we extend
the sampling rate to some large values (20% , 40% , 80% ) that are rarely used in
actual runtime sampling. The results show that even at such a level of sampling
rates, the correlations are no much stronger than what Table 3.3 has shown.
These results provide two insights. First, they confirm and further reinforce
that bursty sampling is more suitable for program profiling than uniform sampling.
Second, the w eak correlations of uniform sampling suggest that the shortcoming
of uniform sampling for program profiling is deeply inherent in the method, and
can hardly be overcome by an increase in sampling rate. Given that uniform sam
pling is still the most commonly used runtime profiling method in today’s systems,
these insights hopefully will prompt developers to revisit the sampling methods
they select.
Table 3.3: Rank correlation coefficients between sampling frequency and profile accuracy

Program
gzip
gap
vortex
vpr
libquantum
perlbench
hmmer
gobmk

Median

Weighted Bursty
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Unweighted Bursty
0.43
1
0.83
0.94
1
1
0.94
1
0.97

Weighted Uniform
0.09
-0.6
-0.03
-0.43
-0.94
-0.49
1
-0.37
-0.4

Unweighted Unifor
0.66
0.94
-0.94
-0.37
0.086
-0.6
-0.66
-0.43
-0.4

Profile Accuracy and FDO Benefits
Figure 3.4 reports the speedups FDO produces on the full profiles and profiles
collected through bursty sampling at three sampling rates. Recall that for bursty
sampling, higher sampling rates always lead to more accurate profiles. However,
the bars in Figure 3.4 show a quite irregular pattern in the speedups as sam
pling rate increases. While gap, vortex and perlbench follow the intuitive trend of
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Figure 3.4: Speedup comparison between sampled profiles of three sampling rates(1/1000, 10/1000 and 50/1000) and
exact profiles.

benefiting more from more accurate profiles, all the other benchmarks show an
opposite trend sometimes— degraded performance from more accurate profiles.
The extreme case on libquantum even showed 75% more speedup from the low
est sampling rate than from the highest sampling rate. Overall, the FDO effect
from the exact profiles is the best, by providing 17% more speedup than the best
sampling rate.
Table 3.4: Rank correlation coefficients between profile accuracy and performance

Program

Median

Unweighted Bursty
-0.29
0.75
0.59
0.79
-0.08
0.82
0.41
0.41
0.5

Weighted Uniform
-0.15
-0.85
0.08
-0.01
-0.5
0.51
0.11
-0.42
-0.08

Unweighted Unifor
0.58
0.34

Table 3.4 reports the rank coefficients between profile accuracies and the
speedups. No benchmarks have near 1 correlation coefficient. Only two bench
marks ( vortex, perlbench) have coefficients larger than 0.8 on bursty sampling
when weighted accuracy is used. So for them, higher bursty sampling rates are
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gzip
gap
vortex
vpr
libquantum
perlbench
hmmer
gobmk

Weighted Bursty
-0.14
0.75
0.88
0.62
-0.08
0.82
0.47
0.41
0.55

-0.07
0.16
0.63
-0.76
-0.59
0.05

likely to bring better optimizations. But for most benchmarks, there is only weak
or no correlation between profile accuracy and the usefulness for FDO. The pro
gram gap even has a coefficient of -0.85 on uniform sampling, indicating a largely
monotonic decreasing relation between profile accuracy and usefulness for FDO.

Short Summary

Current FDO optimization systems are constructed mostly on

a common perception that larger sampling rates tend to lead to better perfor
mance. This section debunks the intuition by first showing that a higher sampling
frequency does not necessarily give us more accurate profiles, and the effect
depends on the sampling method. This indicates that we should be more care
ful about the design of sampler. More surprisingly, we show that there are very
w eak correlations between the accuracy of a profile and its usefulness for FDO,
no matter which sampling method is used. It does not mean that we can just feed
the compiler with randomly generated profiles for good FDO-driven performance.
As results show, the best performance mostly still come from the exact profiles
for most benchmarks. The findings suggest that current understanding to how
profiling errors influence FDO is preliminary; some deep analysis into the results
are necessary, as given in the next section.

3.3

Demystification and Profile Rectification

The previous section showed that for most benchmarks, there exists only very
w eak correlations between profile accuracy and its usefulness for FDO. However,
we observe that sampled profiles do not perform as well as exact profiles, which
means sampling errors do play an important role. After analyzing the influence
of various types of errors, we identify three kinds of sampling errors that have
some important effects on FDO benefits: 0-counter errors, equality errors, and
inequality errors. In this section, we first present some analysis results on how
these kinds of errors impair the effectiveness of FDO, and then show that they
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can be fixed through a simple profile rectification, and finally report the significant
speedup increment the rectification helps FDO generate.

3.3.1

Deep Analysis on Profile Errors

0-Counter Errors
The first type of errors is 0-counter errors, referring to the case when a counter
in a sampled profile equals zero but its value in the full profile is not. For the pur
pose of explanation, we will concentrate our discussion on basic block frequency
profiles.
Sampling, by nature, misses some parts of a program execution. But basic
blocks that have a small value in the exact profile are especially easy to be missed
completely by the sampler. To get an intuition of how likely it can be, we give a
simple analysis for an example scenario. Consider a program whose basic blocks
are similar in size so that in the sampling scheme, every instance of its blocks has
the same probability to get sampled. If the counter of a block B B i is k in the exact
profile and the bursty sampling samples every m out of n basic block instances.
Assuming the chance for a block to be executed is the same throughout a program
execution, the probability for B B i to be sampled at least once is (1 - (1 - f ) k).
If m — 1, n — 1000, the probability for B B i to be sampled at all is less than 1%
if k < 10. Given the 20-80 rule (i.e., commonly 20% of a program is responsible
for about 80% of its execution), most basic blocks are relatively cold, and hence
have some good probabilities to get missed by the sampler, causing 0-counter
errors.
Figure 3.5 shows the basic block coverage of the sampled profiles1. The cov
erage is defined as the percentage of the non-zero counters in the exact profile
that also have non-zero values in the sampled profile. This metric shows how well
1Without noting, the results in this and following figures are similar across sampling rates, and
the results at the lowest sampling rate is used.
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Figure 3.5: Basic block coverage comparison between exact profiles and sampled profiles

the sampled profile represents the coverage pattern of the exact profile. W e ob
serve an average of 56% basic block coverage reduction by bursty sampling. In
the worst case shown on hmmer, more than 92% of basic blocks are completely
missed by the sampler. The coverage by uniform sampling is even worse, only
18%.
Through a detailed analysis of the influence of 0-counter errors on the various
optimizations in FDO, we find that two optimizations, function inlining and loop
optimizations, are influenced the most. As Section 3.2.2 has mentioned, function
calling frequencies are inferred from basic block counters in XLC. If the basic
block containing a function call has counter 0, the recompilation totally ignores the
corresponding call edge. If all basic blocks invoking a function have 0 counters,
all the profile information of that function is ignored, even if that function takes a
substantial amount of execution time (e.g., containing some loops). This implies
that the counter values of calling basic blocks play an important role in making
inlining decisions, which is supported by Figure 3.6 (a). It reports the number of
function inlinings the FDO does when it uses a sampled profile, normalized by
the number when it uses the full profile. On average, the 0-counter errors cause
the FDO to miss 79% inlining opportunities.
The second type of transformation, loop optimizations, also leverages profile
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Figure 3.6: (a) Normalized number of inlined functions, (b) Normalized number of loops having non-zero iteration counts.

information heavily.

For example, in XLC, the iteration counts of all loops are

calculated through the basic block counters in loop body and that of the loop pre
header. If a loop’s preheader’s counter value is 0, its iteration count is annotated
as “unknown”. Since iteration count is one of the most important parameter in
most loop transformations (e.g., loop versioning, loop unrolling, etc.), false in
formation on loop iteration count may seriously impair the transformation quality.
However, due to the fact that loop preheader is usually executed much less fre
quently than its corresponding loop body, it is quite possible that although the
sampler obtains a reasonable profile of the loop body, it can not take advantage
of it because of a zero counter value of the loop preheader. Figure 3.6 (b) shows
the percentage of loops which have “unknown" iteration counts when the sam
pled profile is used, while non-zero iteration counter when the exact profile is
used. On average, only 33% of loops derived their iteration count information
from the sampled profile. This percentage dropped to 3% for uniformly sampled
profiles.
W e now try to rectify the 0-counter errors to show their impact on performance.
Figure 3.7 reports the results when the zero counters in the sampled profile are
set to the values of their counterparts in the exact profile. That is, this rectification
replaces the zero counters in the sampled profile with perfect information and
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Figure 3.7: Performance improvement after fixing 0-counter errors with exact profiles.

hence completely removes the 0-counter errors. W e observe an increase of 10%
and 19% performance improvement for bursty and uniform sampling respectively.
It echoes the results of basic block coverage and inlining decision difference, and
shows that 0-counter errors are one of the main sources leading to reduced FDO
benefit.

Equality Errors
Zero-count errors mainly happen on cold events, while equality errors also hap
pen on warm or hot events. An equality error refers to the case when the counters
of two basic blocks in the same function have different values in the sampled pro
file but have the same value in the full profile.
For hot events, both sampling methods can get pretty good approximation
of their values, which is reflected by the very high weighted accuracy reported
in Section 3.2. However, a decent approximation cannot prevent equality errors
from happening.
To help quantify the amount of equality errors in the sampled profiles, we intro
duce a concept called consistency score. Let G represent a group of basic blocks
in an exact profile that have the same counter values, and G' be the largest sub
set of G that have identical counter values in a sampled profile. The consistency
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Figure 3.8: (a) Consistency scores of all benchmarks, (b) Performance improvement after fixing equality errors with exact
profiles.

score of G in the sampled profile is JgJ. So the score must fall between 0 and
1; the higher it is, the better is the consistency preserved in the sampled pro
file. The overall consistency score of a sampled profile is just the average of the
consistency scores of all the consistent groups in the corresponding exact profile.
Figure 3.8 (a) reports the consistency scores of the sampled profiles. On aver
age, the profiles have consistency scores of 0.47 and 0.01 for bursty and uniform
sampling respectively, suggesting that the sampling methods cannot preserve the
consistency relation among counters well.
W e study the potential performance gain by leveraging exact profiles to help
rectify the equality errors in the sampled profiles. W e identify all the basic block
groups of each function in the exact profile that have the same counter value.
Then, we set the counters in each group of the sampled profiles to their average.
In this way, we maintain the equality relationship without changing the sampled
profile’s accuracy much. Figure 3.8 (b) shows an improvement of up to 34% for
uniform sampling on vortex, demonstrating the large potential of fixing inconsis
tent basic block counters. For bursty sampling, we have an outlier libquantum,
for which the rectification degrades the performance by 90% . A plausible reason
is that as the rectification is applied to its equality errors only, the rectified profile
somehow forms some serious conflict with the zero-count errors remaining in the
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profile. Such an inference comes from an observation that the next subsection
(Figure 3.14) will show: The degradation is completely reversed when zero-count
errors are also fixed.
A detailed analysis shows that the primary influence of the equality errors is
also on function inlining. The XLC compiler makes inlining decisions based on
function hotness, size, and other factors.

It first sorts calling edges based on

their calling frequencies; a hotter call site gets a higher priority for inlining. If two
functions have the same frequency, the smaller one has a higher priority. So,
consider two functions, A and B (assuming A is much larger than B), that have
the same frequency in the exact profile but different in the sampled one (A has
a larger frequency than B). The equality error may hence cause A rather than
B to get inlined in the FDO on the sampled profile. As A is quite large, inlining
it could cause many other functions to fail to get inlined because of the limit on
the size of the resulting function. W e observed a large degree of differences in
inlining decisions of FDO before and after the equality errors are fixed, especially
on programs vortex and vpr (details skipped for lack of space).

Inequality Errors
Complementary to equality errors are inequality errors, which refers, to the case
when one counter is greater than another in the sampled profile but much less so
(or even smaller) in the full profile.
Our exploration starts with rectification of general inequality errors. The recti
fication algorithm ensures that the relative value relations among the counters in
the sampled profile is the same as those in the full profile. For a function, it first
gets a sorted (from small to large) list of the counters of the function, based on
their values in the full profile. It then traverses the list and checks the values of
the counters in the sampled profile. If it finds a counter, say Bjt that has a value
smaller than the value (denoted as v) of the counter right before it in the sorted
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Figure 3.9: Branch Bias Ladder. Going down the ladder is considered as bias errors.

list, it changes the value of B j to v + 8, where 8 is a predefined positive constant.
When the algorithm gets to the end of the list, the counters in the whole sampled
profile should have inequality relations that are consistent with those in the full
profile.
W e tried a spectrum of values for 8, including 1 ,5 ,1 0 ,2 0 . However, our results
show that the rectification does not provide noticeable extra performance benefits
over what the 0-counter and equality rectifications can already provide.
Our analysis shows that it is not that inequality errors are unimportant, but that
such rectification fails to capture the quantitative differences among basic block
counters. The analysis is confirmed by our focused study on a special class of
inequality errors, named branch bias errors.
Branch bias errors refer to the case when one of the two branches of a con
dition statement is taken substantially more often than the other branch in the
full profile, but not that substantially often in the sampled profile. The condition
statement is called an inconsistently biased statement.

W e classify condition

statements into three categories based on their branch taken rates in a profile: A
condition statement is purely biased if only one of its branches has a greater-thanzero counter value, strongly biased if the counter value of one of its branches is
no less than 80% of the counter value of the conditional statement, and weakly
biased otherwise. They together form a 3-level bias ladder as shown in Figure 3.9.
Compilers typically apply some more aggressive optimizations (e.g., code lay
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out optimization) to a statement if it is at a higher level in the ladder. So in this
work, we say that a branch bias error happens when the bias category of a con
dition statement in the sampled profile is at a level lower than its category in the
full profile. Theoretically speaking, the converse cases may also affect the com
pilation; we however did not find strong evidences for it.
Figure 3.10 shows an example bias error: The condition statement is strongly
biased in the full profile as the 61 -»■ 62 branch and 61 -> 63 branch of the condition
statement have 80% and 20% taken rate respectively, but becomes weakly biased
(with a 50% and 50% taken rates) in the sampled profile.

(a) full profile

(b) sampled profile

Figure 3.10: Example of branch bias errors.

Branch bias errors are common in the results of both bursty and uniform sam
pling. Figure 3.11 (a) shows the percentage of the non-weakly biased branches in
the full profile that remain non-weakly biased in the sampled profile. On average,
only 54% and 18% remain consistent in the two profiles.
To quantify the influence of the branch bias errors, we rectify them by modify
ing the counters in the sampled profile such that, the purely and strongly biased
statements (in terms of their counter values in the full profile) fall into the same
category as in the full profile. Specifically, we raise the counter value of a branch
that is strongly preferred in the full profile to 80% of the counter value of its con
trol flow dominator in the sampled profile, and to 100% if the statement is purely
biased in the full profile. W e encounter cases where due to sampling effects, the
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Figure 3.11: (a) Percentage o f consistently biased statements over the entire set of biased statements, (b) Performance
improvement after fixing branch bias errors with exact profiles, (for “libquantum" their values are respectively 1 .9 ,1 .9 ,2 .)

dominator has a zero counter value while some of its branches has a positive
value. W e change the dominator counter value to 5 (the smallest number whose
20% remains an integer) before we apply the aforementioned rectification. The
rectification goes in a top-down order based on the topology of statements in
control flow graph.
Figure 3.11 (b) shows the performance enhancement after the rectification.
It gives substantial speedups on five out of the eight benchmarks. The largest
speedup appears on libquantum due to the large influence of its conditional state
ments to its performance. On average, the rectification produces 13% and 22%
speedups over all benchmarks for bursty sampling and uniform sampling, respec
tively.

Relations
W e conduct experiments to examine the performance benefits when the three
types of error rectifications are applied together.

The results indicate that 0-

counter errors and bias errors complement each other. When being used to
gether to all the benchmarks, they lead to average performance better than either
can achieve.
However, when we add equality error rectification to them, we observe no no-
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Figure 3.12: Unweighted accuracy before and after profile error rectifications (ref input used).

ticeable changes in the performance. The reason is that equality error and bias
error have some overlap: A purely biased condition statement also appears to
have equality relations between its counter and the counter of one of its branches.
So, rectification of bias errors may already rectify some of the equality errors. It
should be noted that equality errors also cover equality relations among blocks
beyond the scope of a conditional statement and its branches.

However, the

results suggest that errors in such relations are not essential for program opti
mizations.

Influence on Profile Accuracy
Sampling, by nature, can approximate frequent events well, which determines the
accuracy of profiles. All the three types of errors are caused by some subtle dif
ferences in values, and hence have only limited influence on the profile accuracy,
as shown in Figure 3.12. That explains why there is no strong correlations be
tween the accuracy of a profile and its usefulness for FDO, despite that the three
types of profile errors affect FDO substantially.

3.3.2

Simple Profile Rectification

In the previous subsections, we have analyzed the three critical types of sampling
errors and showed the performance potential after fixing them with exact profiles.
However, in reality we do not have exact profiles in hand when recompiling the
programs. W e consider two alternative options.
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The first is through static analysis. By purely analyzing the program, it tries
to find out which basic blocks will be executed for sure, which basic blocks must
have the same execution frequency and which statements are strongly biased.
There are also static approaches trying to predict the branches that are likely to
be more frequently taken than other branches [6 ,2 4 ,6 5 ]. Some of these static
analysis has already been exploited by default in the profiling process by XLC
and GCC. For instance, the static compilation by XLC tries to find out straight
lines of basic blocks, based on which, for profiling collection, it instruments only
the first basic block in each straight line, and infers the frequencies of other basic
blocks automatically. This practice can already help avoid some equalilty errors:
If it tried to sample all basic blocks, two basic blocks on a straight line could
end up with different sampled times. However, existing static methods are still
subject to many limitations in rectifying profiles. For instance, Ball and Laurus
acknowledged in their paper [6] that static branch prediction is less accurate than
profiling-based prediction. Moreover, the static method can predict which branch
of a conditional statement is more often taken than the other branches of the
conditional statement, but quantitative results are needed for rectifying the errors
we described. For inequality errors, for instance, we would need to know whether
it will be taken more than 80% of the time. The conservativeness of static analysis
may also form some barriers for the rectification. For two basic blocks that in
practice almost always have the same counter values, static analysis cannot give
such a conclusion if there is no way to prove that they must have the same counter
values.
In this work, we choose a second option, which uses a training profile (on
a smaller input) to rectify sampled profiles. For the observed relations among
the three types of errors as mentioned in the previous section, the rectification
focuses only on the 0-counter and branch bias errors. For 0-counter errors, it
assigns 1 to the counters of the basic blocks that are covered in the training
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profile but missed in the sampled profile. There are some other options, to use
the exact counter value in the training profile or its scaled version. However, our
experiments show that the minimal value change (from 0 to 1) is sufficient. For
branch bias errors, the rectification is the same as the rectification mentioned in
Section 3.3.1, except that the training profile rather than the exact profile is used.
An assumption underlying the design is that even though counter values change
substantially across program executions on different inputs, their patterns relevant
to those types of errors hold consistently across runs. Some earlier studies have
shown some evidence of it [22]. Our experiments echo the results. W e use three
ref inputs for each program to examine the assumption on all three types of er
rors. W e quantify the basic block coverage pattern stableness by calculating the
basic block coverage percentage for each pair of the three exact profiles and get
their average, defined formally as follows:

[ QnCj l / maxdC^Cj D,

where, C{ is the set of basic blocks covered in the ith profile. W e use the same
formula, with Q redefined as the set of strongly and purely biased condition state
ments, to quantify the stableness of branch biases. To quantify the counter equal
ity pattern stableness, we use the average consistency score between every pair
of the ref profiles.
As Figure 3.13 (a) shows, the basic block coverage among ref inputs is rea
sonably stable with a minimum of 70% and an average of 89% .

The counter

equality pattern similarity and biased branch similarity are a bit less (on average
85% and 87% ), but are still quite large.
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Figure 3.13: (a) Similarity of basic block coverage patterns across ref inputs, (b) Similarity of basic block counter equality
patterns across ref inputs, (c) Similarity of biased branch coverage across ref inputs.

Performance Results
W e implement the rectification method by using the full profiles collected on the
“train” input of the benchmarks to rectify the sampled profiles on the ref inputs.
W e use the sampled profiles of the lowest sampling frequencies for evaluation.
As Figure 3.14 shows, the rectification achieves 99% of the full FDO benefit for
both the bursty and uniform sampling cases. Compared to the sampled profiles,
the rectified profiles enhances the FDO performance benefit by adding 15% and
25% extra speedups on average for bursty and uniform sampling respectively.
An alternative to the profile rectification is just to use the training profile to do
FDO. However, since the counter values may change dramatically across runs,
the results are substantially inferior over the sampled profiles after rectification.
As Figure 3.14 shows, on average, the rectified sampled profiles lead to around
6% more speedup than what the training profiles produce.

For the especially

input-sensitive program perlbench, the training profile gives 6% slowdown, while
the rectified profiles produce 1.21X and 1.25X speedup, showing the advantage
of profile rectification over traditional offline profiling-based optimizations.
In Figure 3.14, there are several cases in which the exact profiles do not pro
duce the best performance. It is due to the imperfect design of the FDO imple
mentation for the well-known complexity in compiler construction.
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Figure 3.14: Speedup comparison of FDO based on exact profiles, training profiles and rectified sampled profiles. ( Most
bars of “libquantum" are out of the range of the graph; their values are respectively 2.1, 2 .1 ,1.9 , 2, 2.)

3.3.3

Results from Gcc

Despite the different implementations between Gcc and XLC, most of the insights
reported on XLC hold on Gcc. A prominent difference is that Gcc tends to have
a smaller degree of speedups by its FDO than XLC has. The reason probably
comes from the less sophisticated design of its FDO implementation.
Figure 3.15 reports the speedups when bursty sampling of different sampling
rates are used. (Vortex is elided as it cannot run through the modified Gcc for
some unknown reasons.) The settings include the cases of the highest static
compilation, FDO on the exact profiles and rectified sampled profiles. The re
sults show that three benchmarks (gzip, libquantum, perlbench) have consider
able speedups from FDO when the full profiles are used. For all of them, the
rectified profiles help materialize most of the potential of FDO. The four sampling
rates, although differing by up to 100 times, do not show much different influence
on the FD O benefits when the profile is rectified.

On program gap, the recti

fied profiles offers even higher speedups than the full profile, probably due to the
imperfect design of FDO.
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Figure 3.15: Speedup on Gcc. The baseline is by static compilation. The sampling bars show the performance of FDO
after profile rectification.

3.3.4

Discussions

The results in this section indicate that simple profile rectifications go a long way:
Despite the simplicity of the profile rectifications through training profiles, the rec
tified profiles— at even the lowest sampling rate— can help tap into most of the
potential of FDO. Using a training profile helps explore the potential of profile rec
tification in this experiment, but after getting the insights that simple rectification
to the two types of errors is sufficient, one may choose some other ways to do
the rectification. For instance, one could combine sophisticated static program
analysis with lightweight profiling on some ambiguous branches to identify the
two kinds of value patterns of counters.

Combined with cross-production run

lightweight profiling [55], the method may provide more seamless integration with
the JIT-based runtime engines. Detailed research in this direction is future work.

3.4

Discussions

FDO is not only a part of the compilers for traditional imperative programming
languages, but also an important component of the managed runtime systems
of Java and some scripting languages (e.g., Python, Ruby, JavaScript) that use
Just-In-Time (JIT) compilers. The runtime systems typically profile the program
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execution during runtime and invoke JIT to optimize the programs based on the
collected profiles. The online profiling is usually lightweight to be affordable. For
example, Java virtual machines, including both HotSpot [44] and Jikes RVM [3],
typically do detailed profiling (e.g., collecting branch taken frequencies) only dur
ing the interpretation (or basic compilation) stage; in other stages, they rely on
timer-based sampling to collect profiles such as dynamic call graph. The relations
between sampling errors and influence on program optimizations as revealed in
this work could offer some insights for the design of JIT in these systems. How
ever, it yet remains to be seen how the insights apply and whether different rela
tions exist in those runtime scenarios.
This work offers the first systematic study on sampling errors and profile recti
fications, but a comprehensive understanding of the influence of sampling errors
on optimizations still needs further explorations. A future research direction is to
extend this study to more types of profiles, such as branch target profiles, call
target profiles, cache miss profiles, and so on.

3.5

Conclusion

This chapter presents a systematic exploration on the relations among sampling
rates, profile accuracy, and profile usefulness for FDO. The exploration covers
seven factors in four levels. It reveals some counter-intuitive relations, the most
prominent of which are that higher sampling rates (within a typical sample rate
range) do not lead to more accurate profiles when uniform sampling is used,
and more importantly, no matter which sampling method is used, the accuracy
of the profiles does not show a strong correlation with their usefulness for FDO.
Then a detailed analysis on three important types of errors caused by sampling is
described: 0-counter errors, equality errors, and inequality errors. Among various
inequality errors, it identifies an especially important type, namely branch bias
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errors. It finds out that most influence of equality errors is subsumed by that of
branch bias errors.
Based on empirically confirmed cross-input stableness of relevant value pat
terns in profiles, the study then presents a simple way to rectify 0-counter errors
and branch bias errors. The dramatic enhancement of the FDO benefits con
cludes that simple rectification of the two types of errors in a profile is promising
in tapping into the full potential of FDO. It also suggests that with the simple pro
file rectifications, sampling rate (and hence sample overhead) can be significantly
lowered without hurting the FDO benefits. The work provides the first principled
understanding in effective collection of profiles for FDO, and may help remove the
barriers for practical adoptions of FDO.
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4

Space-Efficient Multi-Versioning
for Input-Adaptive Feedback-Driven
Program Optimizations

Function versioning is an approach to addressing input-sensitivity of program op
timizations. A major side effect of it is notable code size increase, which has been
hindering its broad applications to large code bases and space-stringent envi
ronments. In this chapter, we initiate a systematic exploration into the problem,
providing answers to some fundamental questions: Given a space constraint, to
which function we should apply versioning? How many versions of a function
should we include in the final executable? Is the optimal selection feasible to do
in polynomial time? This study proves selecting the best set of versions under
a space constraint is NP-complete and proposes a heuristic algorithm named
CHoGS which yields near optimal results in quadratic time. W e implement the al
gorithm and conduct experiments through the IBM XL compilers. W e observe sig
nificant performance enhancement with only slight code size increase; the results
from CHoG S show factors of higher space efficiency than those from traditional
hotness-based methods.
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4.1

Overview

Feedback-driven program optimization (FDO) is an important technique for en
hancing program performance. By collecting the behaviors of some training runs
of a program, FDO augments static code with some dynamic information of the
program, helping compiler make better optimization decisions. It is a component
available in most commercial C/C++/Fortran compilers (e.g., GCC, IBM XLC, Intel
ICC), and has been widely used in industry software development [17,51].
An important challenge to FDO is input sensitivity. A program’s inputs can
have a large variety. Often, different inputs may prompt the program to behave
very differently. As a consequence, the code produced by FDO on one training
run may work interiorly on a different input [8 ,2 9 ,4 0 ,5 2 ,5 4 ,5 6 ,6 0 ]. Such input
sensitivity is especially prominent in arising data-driven computing (e.g., business
analytics), the data in which show increasing variety and complexity.
Multi-versioning is an approach that people have found effective for mitigating
the problem [1 9 ,2 9 ,3 7 ,5 9 ]. The idea is to create multiple versions of a program
(or of some of its functions), with each version obtained by applying FDO on
the profile collected on a run on a representative input. Some runtime version
selection mechanisms are integrated into the code so that in production runs, on
an arbitrary input, the appropriate version can be selected to use in that run.
An important limitation of multi-versioning is code size bloating. When the
versioning happens at the whole-program level, the code size increases linearly
with the number of versions. As modern applications and their input data both
become increasingly complex and diversified, the base code size grows, and
meanwhile, an even larger number of versions are required to fit the needs of
various inputs. The issue is especially serious for portable and embedded devices
for which, space is stringent and precious.
A natural solution is to be selective.
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Rather than creating versions at the

whole-program level, one may create multiple versions only on some functions—
an idea being adopted by most existing solutions. The designs of these solutions,
however, have been ad hoc. They typically just select the functions that consume
the largest portion of the program execution time to do mutli-versioning. The
simple design suffices when the time distribution among functions is extremely
skewed such that a small number of functions in a program consume most of the
execution time. Our study finds that even though some functions are indeed hotter
than others, such a hotness-based approach yields lots of space waste for some
hot functions are not input sensitive while many input sensitive and important
(even though not among the hottest) functions are not included in the versioning.
This study presents the first systematic investigation into selective function
multi-versioning, and uncovers multi-fold findings.
First, it formally defines the optimal selective function multi-versioning problem
(OptMVP). According to the definition, the goal of OptM VP is to select, from a
given set of versions of a program, a set of versions of each of its functions such
that when they are put together, the resulting binary, among all possible choices
that meet a given space budget, is able to provide the highest performance over
all inputs (assuming the runtime uses these versions appropriately). The nature
of the problem is a constrained optimization problem, with the space budget as
the constraint, and the performance maximization as the objective. (Section 4.3)
Second, the study provides a principled understanding in the complexity of
OptMVP. It proves that the problem is NP-complete through a reduction from PAR
TITIO N, a classic NP-complete problem. To our best knowledge, this result is the
first revelation of the complexity of the problem. The significance is that it will
help the community avoid wasting time in finding algorithms to compute the opti
mal, and instead devote the efforts into the more promising direction of designing
effective approximation algorithms. (Section 4.4)
Third, the study gives a comprehensive discussion on the practical complex-
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ities in designing an approximation algorithm for OptMVP. One of the prominent
complexities comes from the side effects of compiler optimizations. When FDO
produces different executables on different profiles, it often applies different code
transformations (e.g., inlining) and hence leads to different dynamic call graphs
of those executables. The difference complicates the version selections. (Sec
tion 4.5.1)
Fourth, the study presents Callgraph-based Holistic Greedy Selection (CHoGS),
a simple yet effective approximation algorithm for OptMVP. The algorithms have
several appealing properties. It assesses function versions in a holistic manner
by examining the impact of a version to the entire program, rather than its own
execution time.

It is resilient to mismatches in dynamic call graphs and other

complexities caused by FDO optimizations. Its quadratic time complexity makes
it applicable to large programs (Section 4.5.2).
Finally, the study reports the results of 11 programs from SP EC CPU 2000
and SP EC CPU 2006 with 10 inputs for each.

It compares the performance

of the executable produced by CHoGS and a hotness-based version selection,
showing that CHoGS is much more effective in space-efficient versioning. On
most of the benchmarks, CHoGS materializes over 87% of the full performance
benefits of multi-versioning with only 10% extra space cost, while the hotnessbased selection gives less than half of the benefits with that much space cost. To
gets the similar performance benefits, the hotness-based selection requires 4X
to 8X more space cost than CHoGS needs.
Overall, the study makes the following major contributions:

• OptMVP To our best knowledge, this study gives the first formal definition
of the optimal selective function multi-versioning problem (OptMVP), and
presents the first systematic study on it.

• Complexity This study, for the first time, reveals the computational com
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plexity of the OptMVP, as well as the practical complexities in designing a
solution for effective approximations.

• CHoGS Algorithm The study presents an effective approximation algo
rithm, CHoGS, which provides significantly higher space efficiency for multi
versioning than traditional methods.

4.2

Background and Scope

This section provides some necessary background on FDO and multi-versioning,
along with the scope of this research.

FDO

FDO consists of two stages. The first stage is called profiling stage, in

which, monitoring the execution of the target program produces profiles that con
tain some observed runtime behaviors of the program. The second stage is called
reoptimization stage, in which, the compiler reoptimizes the program based on
the profiles. FDO may happen in both offline and Just-In-Time (JIT) compilations.
In the former case, both stages happen before the final release of the program,
and the profiling stage happens on some training runs of the program. Such a
paradigm is common for traditional programming langauges (e.g., C/C++). In the
latter case, both stages happen during production runs. They are typically sup
ported by a runtime system (e.g., Java Virtual Machine, Javascript engine) that is
equipped with a JIT compiler.
In both cases, there is the space bloating problem when multi-versioning is
used. In this work, we concentrate our investigation on the former case. JIT-based
systems are more stringent on runtime overhead, but most of the complexities
revealed in this work also exist on those systems.

Multi-versioning

Multi-versioning is a way to increase the adaptivity of a pro

gram. In the context of FDO, multi-versioning consists of two components. The

first is the creation of multiple versions of a code region, with each version spe
cialized to a class of execution contexts. The second is a runtime selector, which
selects the right version of the code region to use at execution time. The selector
is often in form of some conditional statements that the compiler inserts into the
program.
The benefits of multi-versioning depend on both components. The quality of
the collection of versions for code regions determines the ultimate potential of the
multi-versioning, while the quality of the runtime selector determines how much
of the potential can be materialized. The focus of this study is on the first com
ponent.

In experiments, it is necessary to isolate the concerns of the second

component; we hence assume the presence of a desirable runtime version se
lector.
The code region to do multi-versioning can be at various granularity, ranging
from a loop to a function to a whole program. The context for specialization can
also be at various levels, ranging from a architecture to a class of inputs to a
calling context.
In this work, we use function as the code region for versioning as it is readily
supported by our compiler. Meanwhile, as input sensitivity is the main factor con
sidered in this study, we focus on versioning at the level of program inputs rather
than detailed calling contexts. So, in multi-versioning under our study, one version
of a function is selected to use for all invocations of that function throughout an
execution of the program on a particular input. Calling context-sensitive version
selection is orthogonal to this study.

XLC Compiler

This study is based on the XLC compiler, the commercial C/C++/Fortran

compiler from IBM. The compiler has a built-in support for FDO. An FD O through
XLC includes the following three steps:
Step 1: Compile the program with flag “p d fl”. The compiler will generate a piece
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of binary code with some monitoring code insterted.
Step 2: Run the binary code on some input. This training run will produce a
profile that records basic block frequencies, call edge invocations, and the values
of some special variables.
Step 3: Recompile the program with flag “pdf2”. The compiler will reoptimize the
program based on the profile produced in Step 2, and generate a new piece of
binary code of an often better quality.
The FDO in XLC consists of many sophisticated optimizations, such as func
tion inlining, code layout transformation, loop optimizations, and so on. As the
generated code is customized to the profile, it often works well on inputs simi
lar to the one used in Step 2, but not necessarily on other inputs— the so-called
“input sensitivity” problem. The default XLC has a preliminary support for ad
dressing input sensitivity. It allows averaging the profiles from multiple runs on
different inputs and then feeding the average profile to the recompilation in Step
3. The method often gives unsatisfactory performance, as Section 4.7 will show.

4.3

Problem Definition

This section gives a formal definition of the OptMVP.

Definition 2. Optimal Multi-Versioning Problem (OptMVP)

Given:
1.

A program P with M functions, N executables of P produced by an FD O

compiler on a run on each of N inputs. Ei (i = 1,2, -- , N ) represents the ith
executable. All executables are sound and complete, meaning that they keep the
semantic of the original program, producing the sam e output on an arbitrary input
as the original program does. Each function has one copy in each executable;
some copies may be empty (e.g., when the function is inlined a t every call site).
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Vij represent the j th version of the i th function; vltj e E r

Let C represent the

whole set of all versions of all functions in the N executables: C = {i>y; 1 < i <
M , 1 < j < N }.
2. A given runtime version selector A which is able to select the best version
of a function to use for a given input. Here, the best version is the version that
gives the highest performance improvement with a unit o f space cost.
Goal: find a subset of C , S = {uii, wt e C ) , such that when they are assembled
by A into an executable, X , the executable meets the following conditions:
1. It is sound and complete.
2. The space cost of the executable is within a given budget. That is, 5Z*=1:|s| Kwi) ^
B , where, l{w{) is the size o fw u and B is the given space budget.
3. The executable gives the overall highest speedup. That is,
X = arg maxe€£

T0ii/ T e,i,

where, E is the entire set of executables assembled by S on elements in C that
m eet conditions 1 and 2, T0il is the time that the statically generated version of
program P takes to run on the i th input, and TSii is the time thate takes to run on
the i th input.
It is assumed that the assembler only makes minimal changes such that the
functions can work properly in the generated executable. It does not alter the
performance of the functions.

4.4

Complexity Analysis

In this section, we investigate the feasibility in finding optimal solutions of the
OptMVP. The motivation for this investigation is to understand the computational
complexity of the problem, which is important for guiding the direction of efforts:
If the problem is NP-hard, efforts may be more worthwhile to be spent on finding
effective heuristic algorithms than designing optimal algorithms.
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W e introduce several assumptions to support the NP-completeness proof. We
assume all M functions in any executables has a copy. W e also suppose we
have the statically generated version of program P E a, functions in E 0 is compiled
without any optimization. Any function version from executable £ *( 1 < i < N )
performs better than the corresponding version from executable E 0 on any input
in terms of exclusive time. Exclusive time means the time spent on the function
itself,7 not on its callee. W e use R vlt,3 to denote the reduced exclusive time of the
ith function from executable E j ( namely v ^ ) on the kth input comparing with its
corresponding version from executable E 0. The exclusive time is measured in
millisecond so that R v
h.. g Z + , l < i < M, l < j, k < N . The last assumption is
the budget B is the extra code space that doesn’t include code size of function
versions from E 0.
The purpose of the assumptions above is to guarantee the selection of one
function version doesn’t affect other function’s selection. The selection depen
dency in original OptM VP would unnecessarily complicate the proof. For exam
ple, selecting a function must also select its callee. In our simplified OptMVP, if a
function doesn’t have a version from any E i executable we use its copy from E 0.
Thus the condition 1 in the O PtM VP definition 2 is always satisfied. This simplified
OptM VP preserves the complexity of the original OptM VP that selecting versions
for multi-versioning and obtain highest overall speedup with code space budget.
The corresponding decision problem of OptM VP is given a speedup H , is the
overall highest speedup X = arg maxeeE Y,^=1 T0ti/ T e<l > H I W e first prove the
decision problem of OptM VP is NP-hard via the reduction from the PARTITION
problem. The formal definition of PARTITION problem is as follows:

Definition 3. PARTITION problem
Given a set A o fn positive integers
au a2,.. , , a n, is there A' c A such that 'E a.eA, at - \

a, ?

PARTITION problem has been proved to be NP-complete [50], we now reduce
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PARTITION problem to OptMVP. Given an instance of PARTITION problem, we
construction a O ptM VP problem as follows:
• Let N = 1

• For Vai g A , Let l(viti) = R\. t = a*
• when N = 1 and T0|1 is fixed, to minimize Te>l is equivalent to maximize the
total reduced exclusive time for function versions in subset S on 1th input.
Let Q be the total reduced exclusive time. The relation between Q and H is
^

=

T 0, i - Q '

^

= ^ =

2

K v i,l) =

2

The reduction can be done in polynomial time and bounded by 0 (\A \).
If there is 5

c

C satisfies

^B

E
Vi,i€S

E K, a«

Vi :x € S

W e have

i6S l M

= B = Q = \ £ „ tiieC K % i)- Set 5 is the partition.

Given a PARTITION of A that A '

c

A and £ ai6^, a* = §

au let A ' = S,

W e have

E 'K') =5E <“sB
diSA

E <, =5E‘X2«
W e show that a solution to Opt-M VP is also a solution to the PARTITION in
stance and vice versa. W e prove PARTITION problem oc O pt-M VP . Since PAR
TITIO N problem e NP-complete, the Opt-MVP e NP-complete. W e can solve
the original optimization problem by asking decision problem in polynomial time,
Hence the O pt-M VP is a NP-complete problem.
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4.5

CHoGS Algorithm

This section presents our solution to the OptMVP problem, a heuristic algorithm
named Callgraph-based Holistic Greedy Selection (CHoGS). To better under
stand the design rationale of the CHoGS algorithm, it helps to first examine the
complexities for solving the OptMVP problem heuristically.

4.5.1

Design considerations

Solutions to the OptM VP problem requires answers to the following two funda
mental questions:

• Q 1 : How many versions should each function have in the final executable?
• Q2: W hat should be those versions?

First Question

Answers to the first question depend on the hotness of the func

tion and its input-sensitivity. Here, the hotness of a function is defined as the ratio
between the accumulated exclusive time of the function (i.e., the time consumed
by the function itself, excluding its callees) and the overall execution time of the
program. The larger the hotness is, the more the function weighs in the whole
program. Optimizations of such a function would have a larger potential influence
on the overall program performance. But if the function is not sensitive to inputs—
that is, all versions of the function perform similarly well, the function still may not
deserve having multiple versions.
The complexity is that the hotness of a function itself is often input-sensitive:
A function may be hot in one run but cold in another. Moreover, some functions
could get completely inlined in some but not all versions of the program exe
cutable. The hotness of the function in those versions becomes tricky to deter
mine. So the central challenge for answering the first question is how to address
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the tightly-coupled relations between hotness and input-sensitivity, and how to
handle the side effects of compiler optimizations.

Second Question

Answering the second question requires the determination

of the quality of a version of a function— for which, neither exclusive time nor
inclusive time (e.g., time spent on the function and all its direct or indirect callees)
of the function could work directly. Using exclusive time, for example, is subject
to the function inlining effects. Consider two versions of the program executable:
Pi and P2, and their executions on a single input. In Pu function A calls B, the
exclusive time of A is 5s, and the exclusive time of B is 5s; in P2, the call to B is
inlined into A and the exclusive time of A (now B is part of it) is 8s. Even though
the first version of A has a shorter exclusive time than the second, it is apparently
inferior in terms of its influence on the overall program running time.
It seems that for that particular example, if we use inclusive time of a function,
we would get a correct answer. But it is not a general solution. For example,
consider two versions of the program executable Pi and P2 and their execution
on a single input. In both versions, A calls B once. In Px, A itself takes 5s, and B
itselft takes 5s, while in P2, A itself takes 3s, while B takes 9s. Based on inclusive
times, one would select the first version of A, but apparently the second version
of A is more efficient— if one selects the second version of A and the first version
of B , the overall execution time would turn to 8s, less than the time of either of the
two runs.
Moreover, O ptM VP requires the considerations of both performance and code
size. Neither inclusive nor exclusive time considers code size. Code size often
conflicts with the performance of a function, because compilers tend to do inten
sive optimization on hot functions. Some optimization, such as function inlining
and loop unrolling, could significantly increase code size. The interesting thing is,
if a function is also input sensitive, The specific optimization according to one in
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put may become the reason of performance degradation on another input. As we
known, direct side effects of increasing code size includes causing more cache
miss as well as putting pressure on register allocation. A well optimized version
of an input sensitive function implies it may have relatively large code size and
can only perform well on very limited inputs and worsen the others, selecting it or
not can’t be straightforwardly determined when we have code space concern.
Finally, recursive function calls add further complexities. They complicate the
calculation of inclusive execution time of a function.

4.5.2

CHoGS algorithm

To address the complexity we mentioned in the previous subsection, we develop
CHoGS, an algorithm that consists of an initial selection and several iterations
with each iteration adding one version to the versioning candidate collection—
that is, the collection of versions to assemble together into the final program
executable— until the total size reach the code space limit.

Features and Algorithm Input

CHoGS has several features:

• Holistic Its selection of function versions is oriented by the influence that
the version may cast on the whole-program execution time, resilient to the
effects of different inlining or other compiler optimizations.

• Callgraph-based It estimates the influence through a bottom-up calculation
on the dynamic call graphs of the program. The calculation accommodates
the differences in the call graphs of different versions of the program.

• Greedy The algorithm each time adds into the version collection the version
that, based on the current collection, can maximize the performance of the
program per space cost.
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Figure 4.2(a) outlines the CHoGS algorithm ( the function “calProgExecTime”
is shown in figure 4 .2 ( b ) ). For simplicity of explanation, the description first as
sumes that there is only one input, and later explains how to handle multiple in
puts. W e leave the treatment of recursions to Section 4.5.3, and leave algorithm
optimization to section 4.5.4.
As we mentioned earlier, we have N executables which each is compiled with
FDO enabled and uses different profiles. There are M functions in an executable,
accordingly, each function has N versions. There are N profiling reports corre
sponds the time measurements of the N executables’ executions on the input.
For each profiling report, we use following data structure to store corresponding
profiling information. Those data structure is also used in figure 4.2(a) and figure
4.2(b).

DCG

DCG[ funcld ][ versionld ] represents the dynamic call graph of a

function version, DCG is short for “dynamic call graph”. This data struc
ture captures a function version’s direct callee and callee’s invocation
number that called from the function version. For example, DCG[ fun
cld ][ versionld ] = { [callee l, call#], [callee2, call#],.. . } .

invo invo[ funcld ][ versionld ] denotes the total number of invocation of a
function version.

timeProf timeProf[ funcld ][ versionld ] is the time profile of a function
version, consisting of two components, [ self, children ]. The first is the
time spent on itself (i.e., exclusive time), and the second is the sum of
the inclusive time of all its callees.
co d eS ize codeSize[ funcld ][ versionld ] records the code size of a func
tion version.
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First Step of CHoGS

The first step of the CHoGS algorithm creates an initial

versioning candidate collection. The initial selection is straightforward, we se
lect the executable which has the minimum execution time, then add all function
versions from this executable into the candidate collection.

Second Step of CHoGS

In the second step, CHoG S algorithm incrementally

adds more function versions into the versioning candidate collection, one version
per iteration.

In each iteration, each version outside the versioning candidate

collection has an opportunity to show its impact to the whole-program execution
time.
The estimation of the impact is based on an assumed perfect runtime version
selector, R, whose algorithm is shown in figure 4.2(b). Given a versioning can
didate set, R can select the best version for a function call. Here, being best
means the version can maximize the program performance, assuming R applies
to all other function calls. The perfect runtime version selector uses a bottom-up
method to calculate the inclusive times of function calls. Given a function, the
perfect runtime version selector first select versions for its callees from the cur
rent candidate versioning set and computes the inclusive times spent on these
callees. With the time spent on the function itself and the function’s total invoca
tion number, it can then compute its inclusive time per invocation. The algorithm
is shown in function callnclusiveTime in figure 4.2(b), it recursively calls it self and
starts to return when meeting a “leaf” function in term of topological position on
the call graph.
As mentioned in the previous subsection, different versions of a function may
have different dynamic call graphs, due to inter-procedural optimization such as
inlining. It makes the direct usage of exclusive time or inclusive time fail, but does
not affect the bottom-up estimation by our perfect selector.

Figure 4.1 shows

an example to better illustrate how the perfect runtime version selector tolerates
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the complexity. Suppose we have two executables a and b, their dynamic call
graph is shown in 4.1. Profiling information of each function, such as invocation
number and time spent on itself, is known as labeled in the graph. The perfect
runtime selector works in a bottom-up fashion. It will select a version for function
B first. Since B is an “leaf" function, its inclusive time is itself. The inclusive
time per invocation of B x and B 2 are 2s and Is, thus B2 will be selected. A x is
a “leaf” function, too, its inclusive time per invocation is 3s. When we compute
A 2’s inclusive time, the perfect runtime selector will select B 2 when function A
callee B, thus the inclusive time of A 2 is 2s + 6s = 8s and its inclusive time per
invocation is 4s, which is worse than A x's. Thus A x will be selected by runtime
version selector. Finally the inclusive time of M x and M 2 are 10s and 9s, M 2 will
be selected. As we can see, A 2 spent less time on itself but A x is selected by
runtime version selector. Selecting A x does shorten the execution time of M 2.

M2

(executable a)

(executable b)

Figure 4.1: Example of how perfect runtime version selector works( invocation number is on the edge and time spent on
function itself is denotes nearby).

With the perfect runtime version selector, at the beginning of each iteration
in Step 2 of CHoGS, we can calculate the program’s minimum execution time
by choosing the best versions from the current versioning candidate collection
at each function call. W e denote that time as curExecT. Then we examine ver
sions outside the versioning candidate collection one by one. When one ver
sion is added into the current versioning candidate collection, we recompute the
program’s execution time, represented as evalExecT. To take both performance
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impact and code size into consideration, we define a term speedupSizeRatio to
evaluate each version. The definition is as belows:

Definition 1.

, „
_ .
curExecT —evalExecT / .
speedupSizeRatio = -------------—— —--------/ size
evalExecT
/
Based on the definition, a version that reduces more execution time and has
a smaller code size will have a larger value of speedupSizeRatio. CHoGS sorts
the versions based on their speedupSizeRatio in descending order, then selects
the version having the largest speedupSizeRatio and adds it to the versioning
candidate collection. Exceptions happen when the total size of the versioning
candidate collection approaches the code space limit, and adding a function with
the largest speedupSizeRatio exceeds the code space limit. In this case, CHoGS
examines each version in the sorted list and adds the first one that meets the
space requirement. CHoGS terminates when the code space is filled up or all
versions have been added in.

Applying to Multiple Inputs

So far we have explained the CHoG S algorithm on

one input. Applying CHoG S to multiple inputs needs only two simple extensions.
The first is that in the first step of CHoGS, when selecting the best program
executable as the initial content of the versioning collection, one should use the
performance of a program executable averaged across all inputs.
The second is that in the second step of CHoGS, one needs to define speedup
SizeRatio with all inputs considered. If we would like to minimize the total exe
cution time on all inputs, we can first sum up the curExecT and evalExecT on all
inputs. If the goal is to maximize the averaged speedup on all inputs, we can com
pute speedupSizeRatio for each input, then add them together. In either case, the
change is just a slight modification to the calculation of speedupSizeRatio.
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// # o f functions: M
//# of versions: N

stepI (initial selection):
candidateSet = {}
minExecT = +a>
minVsn = 0
for vsnldx = 1 to N do
curExecT = titnePro(I‘main’][vsnIdx].self
+timeProfI‘main’][vsnIdx].children
if ( minExecT > curExecT ) then
minExecT = curExecT
minVsn = vsnldx
end
end
For funcldx in executable[minVsn] do
candidateSet.add( [ funcldx, minVsn ] )
end

step2 (add):

progCS = calCodeSize( candidateSet)
while progCS < limit:
curExecT = calProgExecTime ( candidateSet)
spdupSizeRatioList = {}
for funcldx = I to M do
for vsnldx = 1 to N do
i f [ funcldx, vsnldx] not in candidateSet then
tmpSet = candidateSet
tmpSet.add( [ funcldx, vsnldx ] )
evalExecT = calProgExecTime ( tmpSet)
speedup = ( curExecT - evalExecT ) / evalExecT
spdupSizeRatio = speedup / codeSize[funcIdx][vsnIdx]
spdupSizeRatioList.add([spdupSizeRatio,funcldx,vsnldx])
end
end
end

//a ll versions are added
if spdupSizeRatioList. length() — 0 then
break
end
DescendingSortOnSpdupSizeRatio( spdupSizeRatioList)
idx = 0
while idx < spdupSizeRatio List, length)) do
item = spdupSizeRatioList. item) id x )
tmpSet = candidateSet
tmpSet.add( [ item.funcldx, item.vsnldx ] )
i f calCodeSize) tmpSet) < limit then
candidateSet = tmpSet
break
end
idx += 1
end

function calProgExecTime) candidateSet)
[progExecT, selectedVsn] = calInclusiveTime(‘main\candidateSet)
return progExecT
function callnclusiveTime) funcld, candidateSet)
vsnPool= )}
for vsnldx in candidateSet[funcId] do
callerincT = timeProf]vsnIdx][funcId].self

/ / I f has callee, updates time spent on callee
if DCG [funcld][verldx] 4 0 then
for callee in DCG[funcId][vsnIdx] do
[calleeIncT,selectedVsn]=calIncIusiveTime(callee, candidateSet)
/ / compute lime spent as a callee o f the caller

calleeMinPerlnvo 2 calleelncT / invo[callee][selectedVsn]
invoFromCaller = DCG[funcid][verIdx].callee. call#
callerincT += calleeMinPerlnvo * invoFromCaller
end
end
callerPerlnvo = callerincT / invo[caller][vsnIdx]
vsnPooi.add) [ callerPerlnvo, callerincT, vsnldx])
end
AscendingSortOnCallerPerlnvo) vsnPool)
minCallerlncT = vsnPool[0].callerIncT
selectedVsn = vsnPool[0].vsnIdx
return [ minCallerlncT, selectedVsn ]

/ / no fimction can f it into the left code space
if idx = spdupSizeRatioList.length)) then
break
end
end
return candidateSet

(b) Perfect runtime version selector

(a) G HoG S algorithm

Figure 4.2: GHoGS algorithm
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4.5.3

Addressing recursive calls

Recursive calls are common in programs. Self recursive functions are handled by
CHoG S just as normal functions. But mutual recursive calls could impose some
obstacles to the CHoG S algorithm. As the perfect selector works bottom up on
the call graphs, it first selects the callees’ best versions based on the inclusive
time per invocation, then updates the caller’s inclusive execution time. Recursion
blurs the boundary between caller and callee and cause difficulty to the perfect
selector. Additionally, it also causes troubles to profiling tool to accurately mea
sure the time spent on callers and callees.
Profiling tools such as gprof [23] treat recursive calls specially. It creates a
new entry for mutual recursive call, named with “cycle” followed by a number.
From now on we use cycle to describe mutual recursive call. The callee of the
entry are the members of the cycle.
A cycle behaves like a single unit. Table 4.1 shows an simplified example of
a cycle from SP EC program Gap. The first line in the table is the explanation of
each column. In the example, cyclel has two members, fee and foo. C y c le l’s self
time is the sum of fee and foo's self time(5.79 = 1.33 + 4.46) and c y c le l’s descendents time (i.e., accumulative inclusive time of its callees) is the summation of its
member’s descendents times (6.62 = 2.23 + 4.43). When a function outside cycle
1 InitGap called function foo, Rather than using the self and descendents of fee
(1.3 3 and 2.23), the proportionate time of cyclel is used ( 4.63 = 6.62 x 120/150
and 5.3 = 6.62 x 120/150) since invocation of fee would indirectly causes other
members of cyclel to be invoked.
The CHoG S algorithm addresses recursive calls in a similar manner. Given
a versioning candidate collection, for each cycle the CHoG S algorithm will se
lect best version for its members as CHoGS algorithm does to normal function.
Then compute cycle’s self and descendents time by summing up the self and de-
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Table 4.1: Example of gprof's report of recursive calls (or called cycles)

index

%time

self

descendents

total
called+self
called/total

parents
name
children

index

4

41.7

5.79

6.62

(1 as a whole)

4

1.33

2.23

150+3650
482

4.46

4.43

790

fee (cycle 1)
foo (cycle 1)

6
14

0
4.63

12.1

1

InitGap

5.3

120/150

fee (cycle 1)

5
14

1.33

2.23

482

fee (cycle 1)

6

40.7

5

12

6

scendents time of members, respectively, as cycle 1 shown in table 4.1. When a
function outside the cycle calls a member of the cycle, the proportionate time of
the cycle’s self and descendents time will be used for that function(as fee called
by InitGap in table 4.1). When a function outside the cycle calls a member of the
cycle, the proportionate time of the corresponding cycle will be computed as time
spent on a callee of that function.
The dynamic call graphs of different executables could have different cycles on
the same input. This isn’t a problem to CHoG S algorithm. It always first selects
the best versions for cycle’s member functions.
them as normal functions.

During the selection, it treats

It next computes the cycle’s self and children time

(sum up member functions’ self and children time, respetively). Finally update
the inclusive time of the functions that call any member of the cycle accordingly.

4.5.4

Optimizing CHoGS algorithm

The algorithm described in figure 4.2(a) shows the basic idea of the CHoGS algo
rithm. Our implementation optimized it in several ways. The most time consuming
part of the algorithm is the perfect version selection shown in figure 4.2(b), where
the function callnclusiveTime recursively calls itself. W e have several optimiza
tions on it.
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W e use dynamic programming to efficiently track the best versions in one
invocation of the “calProgExecTime” function. The basic observation is that given
a versioning candidate set, the best version of a function is fixed, thus we can
return immediately if we keep tracking those best versions. Moreover, for efficient
evaluation of versions, we build up an affecting map for each version. A version’s
affecting map contains all its direct and indirect callers. At the beginning of one
iteration in the second step, we keep a list that records the inclusive time of all
functions returned by calProgExecTime; when we evaluate a version, we remove
the functions on its affecting list and then use the map to avoid computations for
those unaffected functions.
W e also implement a benefit estimator to filter out the versions, adding which
has no impact on the version selection. First of all, we filter out versions whose
accumulative self time on all inputs are negligible. Second, on a given input to the
program, we maintain a list that records the minimum inclusive time per invocation
on that input for all functions in the current candidate set. When we evaluate a
version by temporarily adding it in, we first compute its time spent on its callees
by using their minimum inclusive time per invocation from the list. With the time
spent on the version itself and its total number of invocations on the input, we
can compute the version’s inclusive time per invocation. If the inclusive time per
invocation of this version is longer than the existing inclusive time per invocation,
this version is worse than what the current candidate set already has, and hence
will be ignored. If we run on multiple inputs, a version will be ignored if none of its
inclusive time per invocation on any input is better than existing inclusive time per
invocation. If a version’s inclusive time per invocation is better on some inputs, we
only invoke the calProgExecTime function to measure their impact to executions
on those inputs.
The time complexity of CHoGS algorithm is

O(MiV)2, the worst case is all

versions are hot and the extra space is enough to add all of them. However, in
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practice the performance of CHoGS is fast. The reason is in most program a
large portion of execution time is on several functions. W e actually only need to
evaluate and select versions for those hot functions.

4.6

Implementation

W e used IBM XLC compiler to produce executables with FDO enabled. W e also
modified XLC’s optimizer, Toronto Portable Optimizer(TPO) to dump out the esti
mated binary code size of each function before the optimizer passes intermediate
code to XLC’s backend to generate final executable.
W e take advantage of gprof [23] to gather fine-grained time profiling for all
executables on each input. Gprof requires a program to be compiled with a spe
cial option “-pg”. After an execution of the resulting executable, a file named
"gmon.out" is produced. A command gprof <executable nam e> gmon.out cre
ates a fine-grained time profiling report for that execution, which includes a func
tion’s invocation frequency, dynamic call graph and time spent on itself and chil
dren, respectively.
For each function, gprof provides statistical time profiling information, which
does not show the variation of time spent at different call sites. As we mentioned
in section 4.2, this study focuses on input sensitivity for versioning rather than
calling contexts. W e assume through an execution of a specific input, one se
lected version of a function is used for all call sites. Therefore, the gprof report is
sufficient for this study.

4.7

Evaluation

In this section, we verify the effectiveness of the CHoGS algorithm. W e design
experiments to answer the following questions:
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• W hat is the potential of doing function versioning for a program? That is,
given all function versions, how much speedup could it achieve?

• Given different code space budget, how well can the CHoG S perform com
paring with the potential?
• Is the design of CHoG S necessary? Could a simple hotness-based method
already suffice?
For the third question, an intuitive hotness-based approach is implemented
to compare with CHoGS. The initial versioning set of the two methods are func
tion versions from the executable which has the minimum accumulative execution
time on all inputs. The difference is, CHoGS adds other versions based on its al
gorithm, while the hotness-based approach first sorts functions according to the
accumulative exclusive time of themselves on all inputs in descending order, then
add all available versions of those functions which located at the top of the sorted
list, until the code space limit is reached.

4.7.1

Methodology

W e examined 11 programs from SPEC CPU 2000 and CPU 2006, ranging from
utility programs to database, scientific computing program, programming lan
guage interpreter and compiler, circuit routing and game. W e select these pro
grams for they are sensitive to FDO. Each program comes with some inputs by
default; we collected more inputs to increase the input diversity. In our experi
ment, each program has 10 inputs and 10 executables are produced by the FDO
with each based on the profile collected on one input. Table 4.2 summarizes
characteristics of the 11 programs and the range of execution times for the differ
ences in inputs.
Even though the space efficiency is a more prominent concern on portable
and embedded systems, our current framework (including the XLC compiler) is
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Table 4.2: Characteristics of Benchmarks

# ot inputs

# of functions

Program

Description

bzipS
crafty
gap
gcc
gzip
mile
parser
perlbench
sieng
vortex
vpr

10
65
compression utility
10
95
chess game
837
10
group theory, interpreter
compiler
4438
10
10
61
compression utility
334
quantum computing
10
10
159
word processing
1526
peri interpreter
10
276
10
chess gam e
...TO................ 1050
object-oriented database
..T9'2............... ...
FPC3A circuit placement and routing
10

Execution time range
20 .1 6 S -8 2 .7 3 S
5.45s - 250.81s
1.09s - 60.43s
3.53s - 117.52s
6 .9 s -2 4 .3 1 s
1.84s - 22.74s
1.3 4S -25 .1 1S
2.77s - 89.32S
2.43S - 75.52s
1 .4 9 s -2 5 .6 3 s

0.84s - 20.67s

not yet ready to run on such systems. To prove the concept, we conduct our ex
periments on an an IBM Power 8 performance measurement machine. For each
executable, we conduct five repeated runs on the same input and the average is
used to represent the performance on that input.

4.7.2

Results

W e report the experimental results in two parts. The first part examines the full
potential of versioning on individual input and on average. The second part com
pares CHoG S with the hotness-based approach.
Figure 4.3 presents the potential speedup of doing function versioning of 11
programs, the base is the execution time from the executable which among all
10 executables has the minimum accumulative execution time on all inputs. In
the graph, the inputs for each program are sorted by execution time in ascending
order.
W e observed 8 out of 11 programs exhibit substantial speedup, suggesting
that they are input sensitive. Bzip2, gzip and vpr are not very sensitive to inputs.
It is possible that the inputs we used for them are not diverse enough, even though
different file formats, including text, audio, video and graphsm are included for the
two compression utility programs, bzip2 and gzip.
Another observation is that programs with a larger number of functions are
more likely to have the input sensitivity problem. Gcc, perlbench, vortex and gap
each have more than 800 functions; they all eshow strong input sensitivity. One
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Figure 4.3: potential speedup of doing function versioning, inputs are sorted by execution time in ascending order.

observation is that on those programs, intensive inter-procedural optimizations
such as inlining are conducted by the compiler. By checking compilation logs we
found gcc, perlbench, vortex and gap respectively have 12597, 2030, 1904 and

901 functions inlined in a typical compilation. Inlining is one of most benefitial
transformations by FDO and inlining decisions are often influenced by profiles
significantly.

Intensive inlining according to one profile can easily magnify the

disadvantage of inlining and gain no benefit on other inputs. Therefore, doing
function versioning is a necessary optimization to alleviate this problem with the
presence of FDO.
Figure 4.4 illustrates the comparison of CHoGS and the hotness-based ap
proach. Each program is given a spectrum of amount of extra code space. For
example, 0.1 denotes a size of 0.1

x avgsz, where avgsz is the average size of

the 10 executables of a program. To be consistent with Figure 4.3, the base is
the execution time from executable which has minimum accumulative execution
time on all inputs. The speedup is the averaged speedup of all inputs. W e can
see the CHoG S algorithm approaches the potential speedup much faster than
hotness-based method. (Note the axis is in an exponential scale.) For all pro
grams except sjeng, we can see CHoGS achieves more than 87% of the potential
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average speedup with only 10% extra code space, and over 96% with 40% extra
code space. Sjeng achieves 81% and 88% speedups with 20% and 40% extra code
space, separately. As a comparison, the hotness-based approach performs much
worse than CHoG S at when only a small amount of extra code space is allowed.
It requires much more extra space to reach the potential speedup, typically 3.2X,
while gcc and sjeng need even more extra space.
The limitation of the hotness-based approach is that it selects versions that are
hot in terms of time spent on itself, but it fails to capture the input sensitivity of the
versions. An extreme case is crafty. W e manually checked its log files that record
which versions were added by the hotness-based approach. W e find that in crafty,
there is a function called “MakeMove” that takes a considerable amount of time
by itself, but performs stably across inputs. The size of “MakeMove” function is
large. After adding it into the candidate set, the hotness-based method gains little
but spends a lot of space budget. In contrast, CHoGS identifies this function isn’t
beneficial at a very early stage, and uses the space for other smaller and more
profitable functions.
The practical running time of CHoGS algorithm is short. Most SPEC programs
terminates within seconds. Gcc, perlbench and gap takes slightly longer because
they have more function versions to evaluate. The largest program gcc, takes 5
minites when we consider function versions whose accumulative time on all inputs
are larger than 0.1 seconds.
Overall, the experiments confirm that the CHoGS algorithm can effectively
select the appropriate versions to include to effectively overcome input sensitivity
problems in a space efficient manner.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of CHoGS and hotness-based approach under different extra code space, x axis is scaled expo
nentially.

4.8

Discussion

In this section we discuss some open issues of practically deploying multi-versioning
and how to advance current FDO paradigm to address them.
For the generation of function versions, there are two main challenges. The
first is in complex function calling relations. A program may contain many func
tions that could benefit from versioning. These functions may call one another,
forming complex calling relations. Multi-versioning all of those functions and in
serting runtime version selection for each call of each of those functions is imprac
tical for the tremendous complex changes needed to a compiler implementation
and the large runtime overhead in version selection.
The development of the runtime selector of the appropriate versions of a func
tion is important but also challenging.

Prior research has proposed to let the
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selector leverage some runtime variable values and loop info for the selection.
The pure software approach requires many instrumentations in the program and
could incur some substantial runtime overhead.
W e proposes a coarse-grained versioning framework, which enables simple,
lightweight function versioning. It keeps the main versioning benefits with little
runtime overhead and little changes to the implementation of existing FDO com
pilers.

Further, modern hardware feature, which records function call path, is

used to facilitate efficient version selection.
The framework works like this: given a set of multi-versioning candidates,
based on their calling relations on static call graph, the framework partitions them
into one or a few groups. It then multi-versions the entrance function of each
group as follows: 1. Duplicates multiple copies of the entrance function and its
downstream callees and renames them with different affiliations so that different
versions invoke their own callees; 2. Attaches different profiles gathered from
different inputs to different versions. Further, to help expose more functions for
versioning, explicit function pointer de-virtualization is performed before instru
mentation.

Hardware feature is exploited to capture a function’s dynamic call

path at low overhead. The call path pattern for each function version is derived
through call path pattern recognition, and a set of patterns is collected for a multi
versioned function. Meanwhile, a lightweight call stack is implemented to record
call path in production run, whose content is used to match call path patterns of
a function’s different versions. Based on the collection of call path patterns and
the runtime content in lightweight call stack, The runtime version selector selects
an appropriate version at callsites.
Figure 4.5 shows how to integrate the coarse-grained versioning framework
to existing feedback driven optimization paradigm.

In FDO stage 1, before in

strumentation, the framework performs explicit function pointer de-virtualization.
During the profiling, hardware helps trace function call path at low cost, which
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later is used to extract call path patterns for multi-versioned functions. In FDO
stage 2, the framework partitions multi-versioning candidates and multi-versions
the entrance function of each group and attaches appropriate profile to each ver
sion. Next, for each of those entrance functions, a runtime version selector, which
contains a collection of distinguishable call path patterns for different versions and
an interface to check the content of the lightweight call stack, is inserted into cor
responding callsites. A lightweight call stack is also added to the program and
shared by all multi-versioned functions.

In production run, the lightweight call

stack traces function call path and provides dynamic information for runtime ver
sion selection.
Feedback-Driven Optimization Stage I

Profiling
F u n c tio n p o in te r

Program

de-vif cuaiization

Instrum entation

r e c o r d in g

(hard w are )

Profiles
Feedback-Driven Optimization Stage 2
K u n h m e v k Im ou

s e le c to r in s e r t io n

lightw eight caii stack
im plem entation

Highly-optim ized
executable

Figure 4.5: Integrating framework to existing feedback driven optimization paradigm(blue blocks are components from the
framework)

The advantage of this framework is that it addresses the input sensitivity prob
lem well without any modification of current FD O ’s profiling and re-optimization
scheme. Further, developers can examine the output code in source code and
easily modify the runtime version selector if they have good knowledge about it.
Figure 4.6 shows an example of coarse-grained partition. In this example a
program’s static call graph is depicted and red functions are multi-versioning can
didates. The functions within the rectangle are grouped and h i is the entrance
function, because h i and / 51 are topologically close and have a common caller
hi-
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Figure 4.6: Example of coarse-grained partition on a static call graph. Red functions are multi-versioning candidates and
the rectangle shows the grouping result. / 1 2 is the entrance function of the group.

The entrance function of each group is multi-versioned through renaming mul
tiple copies of the function and its downstream callees, and different profiles are
attached to different versions. Figure 4.7 shows how to create two versions for
entrance function / 31, whose call graph is depicted in figure 4.6. Three changes
should be noticed: First, all functions in the rectangle have two versions. The two
versions of

/ 3i_„i and / 3lju2, invoke their own callees; Second, / 3i's original

callers have to indirectly invoke

/ 31

via runtime version selector of / 31; Third, it

doesn’t matter which version of / 5i is invoked by f 21 , because here versions are
only important for invocations from the entrance function, here we suppose / 51.ul
is invoked by / 21.

f42 v2

Figure 4.7: Example of multi-versioning function

/3 1

Another point is, in order to expose more functions for multi-versioning, explicit
function pointer de-virtualization is necessary.

Figure 4.8 shows an example.

Function pointer func-pt’s two potential targets target-1 and target-2 are identi
fied, and the two targets are explicitly inserted into func-pt’s callsites in source
code. With function pointer de-virtualization, current profiling and re-optimization
scheme can detect frequent invoked targets and possibly inline them.
void target_l(int x ;{
x - ;

void target_l(int x>{
x++;
printfi ,,5id\n", x )?

>
void target_2(int x ){
x--;
printf{ "%d\n” , x );
>

int £0 0 (int input_num}{
int option ; input_num t 2;
void { * func_j?t) (i n t );
if (option =»* 1)
func_j>t
&target_l?
else
func_pt = &target_l;
int val - 2?

printfi

"%d\n“ , x );

}
void target_2(int x ){
x— ;
printf! "id\n", x );

)
int foo(int input_num) {
int option - input_num * 2;
void (*func_pt)(i n t );
if (option == 1)
func_pt = &target_l;

else
func_pt - s t a r g e t l ;
int val - 2;

ItlltiK

m

return val;

)

return val;

>
a), original code

b). after function pointer de-virtualization

Figure 4.8: Example of function pointer de-virtualization

The runtime version selection for each multi-versioned functions needs two
key components: call path patterns and an interface to check the content in a
lightweight call stack.
Tracing function execution sequence can incur significant overhead, however,
with hardware support, the overhead could be very low. An example is Intel Pro
cessor Trace technique [2], which works by capturing information about software
execution on dedicated hardware facilities. As it reported, “the overhead is low
enough that it should work well in production builds for most applications.” There
fore, recording function execution sequence at low cost becomes feasible with
hareware support.
Call path patterns are extracted from function execution sequence, which can
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be completed by pattern recognition techniques. An ideal pattern should be dom
inant in a training execution, concise and distinguishable from other patterns. Fig
ure 4.9 gives an example of finding call path pattern from two training executions
using different inputs. Suppose function k is an entrance function, its dominant
and distinguishable call path patterns are “12” and "14” for versions generated
using input 1 and 2, separately.
A lightweight call stack is shared by all multi-versioning candidates to support
runtime version selection. It is lightweight because it just push and pop functions
that appears in the union of all call path patterns. For the example in figure 4.9,
the call stack only pop and push function 1 and function 4. Note for functions
whose names have affiliation added by multi-versioning, in call stack it is treated
same as its original function, since the call path patterns are derived from profiles
without multi-versioning.
P ro g ra m
Function I
Function 2

Function

Function M

Figure 4.9: Example of calling context pattern derivation for function id k

4.9

Summary

In this chapter we propose an systematic study on the optimal selective func
tion multi-versioning problem (OptMVP problem). W e formally define the OptM VP problem and prove its computational complexity to be NP-complete via a
reduction from the well-known NP-complete problem PARTITION. Driven by the
NP-completeness of the OptMVP, we proposed CHoGS, a simple but effective ap
proximation algorithm for OptMVP. W e evaluate the effectiveness of the CHoGS
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through 11 SP EC programs. For most of the programs that show notable potential
speedup through multi-versioning, CHoG S finds a set of versioning candidates
which can yield 96% of the full potential speedup within 40% extra code space
cost. It outperforms a traditional hotness-based approach by 4X to 8X in terms of
space efficiency (when space budget is 10%). The result suggest that CHoGS is a
promising solution to enable space-efficient multi-versioning optimization, which
is especially important for mobile and embedded systems. The coarse-grained
versioning framework with exploiting hardware feature is also promising to deploy
multiversioning in practice.
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5

Related Work and Discussion

5.1

ProfMig: The First Framework for Migrating Pro
gram Profiles Across Software Versions

W e are not aware of any previous work that systematically tackles the migration
of program behavior profiles across software versions. There is some software
doing profile migration on the market. But the data to migrate are user settings
rather than program dynamic behaviors.
Some techniques used in our profile migration are derived from some other
domains. Atomic change identification has been studied since 1980s. An exam
ple is the work by Horwitz in 1989, which uses dynamic programming to compare
the syntactic parsing trees of two programs [26]. The goal of the analysis is to
identify the code changes between two versions that are relevant to the semantic
of the program. An unchanged construct, even though its execution may become
different due to the impact of the changes in some other constructs, is not identi
fied in such analysis.
Change impact analysis extends atomic change identification to find all con
structs whose executions are potentially affected by code changes in the pro
gram. Previous techniques fall into three categories. The first relies completely
on static information. Examples include the usage of static call graph described
by Bohner and Arnold [10] and the exploitation of various sorts of relationships
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between classes in an object relation diagram by Kung and others [33]. The sec
ond category employs only dynamic information. Examples include the usage of
whole-path profiling [35] in the Pathlmpactby Law and Rothermel [38]. The third
category combines both types of information. Examples include the Coveragelmpact by Orso and others [43], and the Chianti by Ren and others [47]. Change
impact analysis is an important component in profile migration. However, by itself,
it is not sufficient for identifying the reusable entries in a profile. As Section 2.3.1
shows, even if a construct’s execution is not affected by code changes, its entry
in the profile may not be directly reusable (reprofiling or repositioning would be
needed as the call sequence example in Section 2.3.1 shows.) The reusability
depends on the order, nesting, and other properties of the profiled behaviors that
have been discussed in this study.
An orthogonal way to reduce profiling cost is through sampling. Examples
include the sampling techniques for program optimizations (e.g. [1 8,27,48]) and
debugging (e.g., [11,30]). Sampling trades accuracy for efficiency. It is comple
mentary to profile migration. They can be used synergistically to achieve a better
accuracy and efficiency.

5.2

Examining and Reducing the Influence of Sam
pling Errors on Feedback-Driven Optimizations

Profiles have been used for program optimizations in many studies, ranging from
code layout optimization [45] to function inlining [15] to prefetching [64] to reduc
ing function indirection overhead, and so on.

But relations between sampling

errors and profile-driven optimizations have remained vaguely understood. The
only study we have found directly on the relationship is by Langdale and oth
ers [34]. In that study, the authors have used only uniform sampling on machines
a decade old. More importantly, the authors used compilers with quite prelimi
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nary FDO implementation: The full potential of the FDO on exact profiles is only
about 3% speedups. Because of all these limitations, most conclusions from that
work are out of date and even contrary to what we observe on modern compilers
and machines (e.g., the results on busty sampling.) The study is an extension of
the one presented recently [63]; they together form the first systematic study on
the relations among sampling, profile accuracy, and profile usefulness on modern
compilers, machines, and sampling methods. This study is the first that identifies
the three critical classes of errors in program profiles incurred by sampling. It de
velops the first comprehensive method for automatic rectification of those errors.
Mytkowicz and others [42] have studied existing profilers and showed that they
failed to agree with each other on the identification of hot functions. They found
the sources of incorrectness and proposed a prototype of a random sampler to
remove the biases in the previous implementations of random samplers.
There have been a number of earlier studies trying to estimate a program’s
dynamic profiles through static analysis [6,2 4,6 5]. A more recent work done by
Lee and others [39] leverages a program’s control flow constraints to improve
the accuracy of dynamic call graphs from a sampled profile. As we discussed in
Section 3.3.2, static analysis is subject to some major limitations for rectifying the
kinds of errors explored in this work. However, combining static analysis with the
dynamic method for profile rectification is worth exploring in the future.
A number of studies have focused on effective instrumentation or sampling.
Knuth and Stevenson [32] show that they need to instrument only a minimum
number of edges of the control flow graph and calculate the counters for all other
edges in an offline analysis. The technique has helped saving profiling overhead
for modern compilers including both XLC and G CC compiler used in this study.
Ball and Larus [7] propose an efficient path profiling technique, which encodes
each path into a non-negative integer and uses it as an index to update global
counters efficiently.

Vaswani and othersn [58] separate interesting paths and
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profile them with low overhead. Bond and others [12] point out that Ball’s path
profiling algorithm overhead bottleneck is the counter update, and uses sampling
to reduce the overhead to enable continuous profiling.

Arnold and others [5]

reduce instrumentation overhead of a JAVA JIT compilation system by creating
a fully instrumented copy for each function and periodically switching execution
to that copy to collect profile information. Buytaert and others [13] report that
timer-based sampling has several limitations, and propose to enhance it through
hardware performance monitors. Chen and others [16] construct edge profiles
from hardware counters, and use the constructed profiles to direct recompilation.
A number of works have studied the influence of different inputs on program
profiles and optimizations. Kim and others have proposed 2D-profiling to detect
input-dependent branches with a single input data set [31]. Berube and others
have studied methods to combine profiles from different runs of a program [9].
Tian and others have proposed input-centric program optimizations trying to bring
program inputs into the focus of program analysis and optimizations [28,53].

5.3

Space-Efficient Multi-Versioning for Input-Adaptive
Feedback-Driven Program Optimizations

This work makes following main contributions: giving a formal definition of Opt
MVP and uncovering its computational complexity; proposing an effective ap
proximation algorithm that is able to approximate the potential speedup with very
low extra code space requirement. To our best knowledge, the OptM VP problem
hasn’t been systematically explored before.
The most related work we found is an empirical study of dynamic profile driven
code version selection from Chuang and his colleagues [21]. Our current study
differs from the previous work substantially. First, their empirical study doesn’t
reveal the complexity of version selection problem and doesn’t consider code
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size.

Second, the previous work generate versions with different optimization

in loop scheduling, load prefetch and control speculation aggressiveness adjust
ment, respectively.

Our versions are generated with all optimization enabled,

including inter-procedural optimization such as inlining. CHoG S gives a theoreti
cally sound answer to the question that what is the full potential speedup of doing
multi-versioning and also provides a solution to save code size while maintain the
benefit brought by multi-versioning.
Prior research in multi-versioning problem focuses on selecting appropriate
version for calling context. There are some work that uses input features to guide
the selection, such as the computation offloading by Wang and Li [60], the adap
tive algorithm selection from Rauchwerger’s group [52], the input-centric frame
work from Kai and others [54]. Other researchers investigated the correlations
among program components for static programming language, which the pre
dicted program behaviors by earlier behaviors can be used as version selecting
indicators. Jiang and his colleagues find strong correlations among the behaviors
of different program components and among different types of program behav
iors, a notion of seminal behaviors is introduced to enable corss-input proactive
prediction of program behaviors [29]. Wu et al. use loops within a function as
the signature of that function and translates the correlations among loops to func
tions, based on which they do dynamic version selection [61]. For managed pro
gramming language such as Java and C#, researchers could exploit the observed
behaviors to guide version selection in reactive [1 9 ,3 7 ,5 9 ] or proactive way [56].
Our study is orthogonal to those calling context selection work. W e provide the vi
sion about the full potential of doing multi-versioning, and offer an effective way to
carefully select versioning candidates that can materialize much of the potential
with minimum space cost.
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5.4

Discussion

This sections discusses how to apply the three techniques, program migration,
profile rectification and space-efficient versioning in practice, to parallel programs
and non-traditional FD O usage such as continuous profiling and optimizations.
Our profile migration framework ProfMig works pretty well for two versions that
have moderate modification, and this is the recommended case to apply profile
migration.

For two versions that have significant modification, we recommend

to do re-profiling, since current change impact analysis technique can’t maintain
both large time saving and high accuracy in such scenario. W e demonstrate pro
file rectification is a promising technique to improve profile usefulness, however,
profile stableness examination is necessary before applying. In other words, the
behavior of short-run training input and long-run input shouldn’t be significantly
different.

This could be achieved by developer’s expertise or input classifica

tion [29]. Space-efficient versioning work isn’t ready to use in practice because
we focused on the first key component, which is selection of multi-versioning re
gions. A high accurate runtime version selector is needed to make the technique
mature to be used in practice.
For profiles of parallel programs, applying profile migration and rectification
to order-irrelevant profiles is not a problem, such as to basic block counter pro
files. However, to migrate order-relevant profiles such as function call sequence,
it requires to know parallel regions so that for functions within those region, their
order doesn’t matter. Further, to apply space-efficient versioning technique, iden
tifying bottleneck functions of each parallel region is necessary in order to select
multi-versioning candidates.
Continuous profiling and optimizations is popular for continuous product im
provement [54,56] and vast scale infrastructure [46]. This technique can detect
input change with time and optimize product or infrastructure setting properly.
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Applying profile rectification and space-efficient versioning techniques help im
prove sampled profile with low sampling rate and gradually better address input
sensitivity problem by adjusting versioning candidates.
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6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1

Conclusion

Feedback-Driven Optimization is an important and effective optimization tech
nique for modern compilers, this dissertation attains several main conclusions to
adapt FDO for modern computing.
First, profile migration is an effective way to reduce profiling overhead for soft
ware that update frequently. However, various factors, such as program behav
iors, profile formats and impact analysis could significantly affect the effective
ness of profile migration. Chapter 2 gives some fundamental understanding to
the profile migration problem and yields valuable guidelines to address the prob
lem.

Those interwoven difficulties underlying profile migration can be treated

separately and coherently, as demonstrated by our six-module framework. Each
module of the framework focuses on addressing a specific concern, and then all
modules are unified through a norm of identify and hierarchy. Such modular de
sign also allows easy customization and extension. The experiments on loop trip
count and dynamic call graph profile migration show the promising potential of
profile migration.
Second, as the study reported in Chapter 3, higher sampling rates lead to
more accurate profiles and better usefulness for FDO is only true for bursty sam
pling, but not for uniform sampling. Three types of errors, namely 0-counter er
rors, equality errors and branch bias errors are identified that can significantly
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affect the usefulness of sampled profiles to FDO for both bursty sampling and
uniform sampling.

Further, statistically rectifying 0-counter errors and branch

bias errors in sampled profiles can yield dramatic enhancement of FDO bene
fit. It suggests that with profile rectification, profiling overhead can be significantly
reduced by lowering sampling rate without hurting the usefulness of FDO.
Third, Selecting functions from a program to do multi-versioning is one of key
challenges to applying multi-versioning technique to address the input sensitivity
problem. Its optimal problem, which is formalized as optimal selective function
multi-versioning problem(OptMVP), is proved to be NP-complete in Chapter 4.
The approximation algorithm CHoG S we proposed can effectively approach the
optimal solution, which outperforms a traditional hotness-based approach by up
to 8X in performance given same extra code space budget. The result shows that
CH oG S is a steady step toward effective multi-versioning optimization.

6.2

Future Work

W e leave one open topic for our future work, that is, how to design an appropriate
runtime version selector for different multi-versioned functions.
The runtime version selector is the key component to materialize the bene
fit of multi-versioning technique and it is notoriously hard to design. A number
of techniques that proposed by previous studies can be exploited to facilitate
the design. For instance, the seminar behavior concept [28], which consists of
a small set of behaviors that can accurately predict other behaviors, and InterSequence Correlation [62], which studies correlation among loops, can serve as
good heuristics for design. Further, with the advancement of hardware, the over
head of capturing information about software execution can be very low, such as
using Intel Processor Trace technique [2] on supported hardware. This sheds light
on designing more sophisticated runtime version selector. Section 4.8 provides
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an example. Tailing those techniques for designing a practical runtime version
selector with high prediction rate, no matter applying one single technique or a
combination of them, is an interesting topic to study. Furthermore, since differ
ent functions have different features that can be exploited for designing their own
runtime version selector, it would also be interesting to design a framework to au
tomate the process of designing an appropriate runtime version selector for each
multi-versioned function with a balance of training overhead and performance im
provement.
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